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1. A NEW METHOD OF CUTTING URINARY CAL-
CULI. 2. A CASE OF UNUSUALLY LARGE CAL-

CULUS REMOVED BY SUPRA-PUBIC
SECTION.*

By GEORGE1 A. PETERS. M.B., F.R..S. E«.,
Acoeiatc Professor oi Sui-erv and Cliniml Surtcr, Uiversity of Toronto cSurgeon Toronto

tGcnernI i tai YciVCtoria Hiospital fer Sick Cliilureii. Tornto.

The following is a method of cutting stones of all kinds, liard
and sof t, which the author has found to be of great use and of
equal simplicity. So far as can be ascertained the nethod is
new and original.

The stone is first of all dipped for a moment into melted
paraffin wax. This gives it a very thin coating of the wax,
(Fig. 2 E) and prevents the sticking of plaster-of-Paris in
which it is to be embedded. As a means of holding the stonc
absolutely immovable while it is being sawn, the aid of a horse-
shoe, as shown in the acconpanying illustration (Fig. 1), is
brought into use. The horseshoc is placed upon a board with
its middle exactly over a line (Fig. 1 A) previously drawn
longitudinally upon the board. This line is to serve as a
constant fixed indication of the centre of the stone. The heels
of the horseshoe may be tilted up by means of a short block
(Fig. 1. B) placed crosswise under the slioe, so that they will
about subtend the centre of the stone. The horseshoe is then
nailed firrly into position on the board. The stone ( Fig 1 C)

iPresented ata meeting of the Toronto Pathological Society, Noveinber 2, 1I91.
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is now taken into the hands cf the operator and carefully
centralized opposite the line drawn on the board. Plaster-of-
Paris cream is then run round it and over it in such a way as
to embed the stone completely to the extent of not less than
half an inch of covering at any part, and in such a manner that
the embedding plaster also embraces the heels of the horseshoe
(Fig. 1 D). The plaster is then allowed to set firmly, and if it
can be left for several days until it is thoroughly dried so nuch
the better, as it is found that the saw works more- easily in
thoroughly dry plaster. The stone is sawn directly through
·the plaster which embeds it in the line previously marked on
the board, and a second cut is made through the plaster between
the stone and the heel of the horseshoe. (If the stone is very
large and hard, the board may be fastened in a vice, and the

Fm.1.

saw eut made through the board also. This serves verv
materially to steady the saw.) This section thus liberated can
then be readily detached from the board, and will be found
to contain one-half of the stone, which ean be easily lifted
out, of the embedding plaster, part of whicb may bc eut
away (Fig. 2 F). The removal of the stone from the plaster
is facilitated by plunging the whole into hot water for a
few moments, when the paraffin wax becomes softened and
the stone can thus be easily separated from the plaster. The
last trace of wax is then melted off by holding it under a hot
water tap, or putting it into a basin of hot water for a few
moments. The cut surface of the stone may be polished rapidly
and easily by grinding it on a ground-glass surface. In the case
of very hard stones the polishing process is facilitated by using
powdered pumice stone or emery, though this is seldoni
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necessary. In order to get a highly polishid surface the
stone should finally be rubbed on dry, plain glass, and
later on some woollen fabrie which will bring up the polish
of the stone. The author "has found this method of eutting
to be perfectly applicable to the hardest oxalate of lime,
as well as to the softest phosphatie stones, and cven tci
gall-stones. It is im'possible for the stone to fracture. The
only case in which any difficulty was ever experienced was one
in which a very hard oxalate of lime nucleus was surrounded
by a layer of phosphates of very loose formation, around
which again was a more dense phosphatie layer. During the
sawing of this stone the -nucleus worked loose in the centre.
The section was, however, saMisfactorily completed.

An ordinary catrpenter's saw vwith a f£ai ainount of "set"
answers adnirably. It should have no thickened back, as is
found on most surgical saws.

CASE OF IJ'TUSUALLY LARGE CALCULUS.

The specimen used to illustrate the method of cutting
described above is. a urinary calculus of unusually large size for
this era and this country, where stone is not common. Its
circumference in the longest diameter is 7. inches; in the
shorter diameter 5¾j inches. It is of a fairly syu.metr'ical oval
shape, being slightly larger at one end than the other and
somewhat flattcned. Its weight at the time of removal was 6
ounces and 230 grains.

The host was a farmer, Mr. A., otherwise strong and. healthy,
age 39. He had been the subject of symptoms of stone in the
bladder from the age of about 9 years. At tines it. produced
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nuch pain, but latterly the. symptoins lid largely subsided, and
lie really suffered but little. This was explained at the time of
operation by the fact that the stone had become partially
encysted, and thus was immovable in the bladder.

The calculus was reinoved by supra-pubie cystotomy on the
1st of June, 1901. On opening the bladder the stone was
found witi its large end upwards, and iLs snaller end
enbedded to a slight extent in the fundus of the bladder behind
the prostate. The wound in the bladder wall was made large
enough to allow the stone to be removed without undue lacera-
tion. After remnoval the bladder was flushed out and stitched up
with two rows or chromicized catgut sutures. The nethod
employed for distending the bladder before operation w'as that
advocated by Greig Smith, viz. by attaclhing the tube of- a
reservoir at an elevation of about 2 ft. to a catheter introduced
into the bladder, and after stitching up the incision, the bladder
was tested for the accuracy of the suturing by allowing it to
become distended through the catheter. A tube surrounded bv
a layer of gauze was used for drainage down to, but not into, the
bladder. The patient had no bad synptons whatever, and the
bladder wound healed by first intention, so that at the end of ten
days there was no leakage whatever. But shortly after this a
very small leakage occurred and persiste( for sone timne, ulti-
nately healing, lioweve.r, and leaving a good, healthy retentive
bladder.

On section the stone proves to have been in the first instance
an oxalate of lime calculus. There is a nueleus of very firm,
laminated dark brown oxalate about i of an inch in diameter
and bounded by a very dark crenated line of the saine salt.
Ouside of this is another layer of an inch thick, shîowing
oxalates apparently or very inuch looser formation with stria-
radiating towards the centre. On the outside of this central
oxalate portion is a laminated crust varying fromu half an inch to
an inch in thickness extending to the circunference and
consisting probably of a mixture of urate of ammonium and
phosphates. The X-ray photograpli of the stone shows these
lamin most mîarkedly, with various spots wlhich are found on
section of the stone to be probably due to the more dense phos-
phatic substance whiclh is found irregularly distributed between
the lamie.

If we were to attempt to rcad what Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson
calls the «record written in stone" in this case, one might
plausibly surnise the following history, which is, of course,
in this case the actual one: A lad, from 4 tr, 7 years of age,
suffers habitually from derangement of the digestive organs,
with imiperfect assimilation. Lateritious deposits are conmon
in his urine in winter, whilein summer lie suffers fron scalding
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and burning pain after passing urine indicating excretion of
oxalates in excess. By and by le lias renal colie and perhaps
passes per urethram a few small jagged oxalate of lime calculi.
T lhe passage of these calctili is accompanied by blood in gross
or microscopic quantities.

One day a stone drops down from the kidney but fails to
escape from the bladder, and becomes the nucleus of the
specimen in question. It now grows slowly by accretion. The
white oxalate crystals absorb the pigments of urine and become
brown ahnost to blackness. T is probable that the blackest
part of the specimen consuned 15 or 20 years in its growth;
that the looser, more chaotic, radiating layer outside of this
formed in another 5 or 6 years; and that the deposits of the
layer of urates and phosphates forining the crust, occupied the
remainder of the 30 odd years of the life of this calculus.
The sprinklings of phosphates throughout the stone may
possibly indicate attacks of mild eystitis, calling for rest and
resulting in cure. If one should predicate a narked oxalate
-diathesis " in this individual, the change from the precipitation
of oxalate of lime to the deposit of urates does not indicate a
marked diathetie reversal, for Hutcliinson points out that
"conditions - regards derangement of digestive power similar
to those which produce urie acid, may under slight alteration of
diet, produce the oxalates" and vice vers'.

It is an extraordinary fact, as exemplified in this case, that,
thougli the oxalate calculus is rough and very heavy, pain and
hemorrhage are not. as a rule, prominent symnptons.

I have spoken of this stone as one of unusual size be-
cause it is one of the largest, if not the largest, that
lias come under mny observation in this country as hav-
ing been removed by operation. Stone is rare in Canada
as coinpared with Enropean and Asiatic countries, and it is
but due to the medical profession in Canada to say that when
present it is usually discovered and remx-oved before it reaches
any sucl dimensions as this specinen exhibits. But this is a
sinall stone compared to soie record&d cases. Hutchinson
gives the following as some of the ]argest renoved during life:
A stone meisuring in girth 16J- x 12 inches, Utterhavens:
Hunter, (Madras) weight 25 ounces; Morrison, (Northumber-
]and) veight 1 pound 6.. ounces: -Sir HEenry Thoinpson, weight
14 ounces, (avoir).

M-1 l..GES. Tonos•ro,
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By ED)MUND E. KING. 31.. TORONTO.
urgeon St. 31iehnel's Hospital, the Toronto Geteil Ilospital, Iloine for Ineurables, the

Ilotise of Proidce.

Cancer of the rectum is a disease which starts insidiously,
advances rapidly and surely, not necessarily giving rise to any
startling or painful symptons to call a patient's attention to a
most serious malady before it lias produced an alnost incura-
ble condition. Cancer of the rectum differs in no respect froi
cancer in general. The widespread ravages of cancer lead only
to one goal if neglected, yet are amenable to treatment when
recognized early enough. " When early enough " is most likely
best defined by saying vhile it is yet a local disease. After it
has spread into the lymphatics, and possibly been deposited in
the liver or other distant parts, the chances of cure by opera-
tion are naterially decreased, yet even comparatively extensive
glandular enlargement should not deter us from an attempt at
removal as conpletely as possible. That one can have
cancerous disease without pain is in no part of the body more
completely verified than in the rectum. That no disease is
more distressingly painful during its ultimnate course than
cancer of the lower gat is equally true. If we can only educate
our patients in general to take advice carly for piles, if we can
only impress upon ourselves the necessity of not neglecting to
examine every case of rectal trouble, and not prescribé in.a
cursory manner for all diseases of the rectum, we will soon
arrive at that point where cancer of the rectum will be recog-
nized in the early, local, and curable stage. By a widespread
cutting operation, removing ail the diseased, and well into the
healthy, tissue, it may be entirely cured up to a comparatively
late period in its existence. The remnoval should be complete,
yet there is no necessity to sacrifice normal tissue beyond a
just sufficiency.

I believe the day is close by vhen we will not oniy advocate,
but insist upon, the more radical operations being undertaken
at a more early period than ever before. Statistics now show
results far more favorable than formerly. An operation that
may cure, and positively vill render the remainder of the
patient's life more comfortable is not only justifiable, but is, in
My opinion, demanded.

Any operative interference other than that which tends to a
complete removal of the growth is only palliative, and in no

Re.wl before the Toronto Medlical Society, i:«.
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sense curative. Palliative operations are often more than
justified because they relieve the pain, and allow the end to be
more peaceful.

The operation of colotomy in cases of cancer of the rectum
lias, in my opinion, been performed too frequently at a time
when renoval of the growth was possible, notwithstanding
that the operation of removal of the growth was a very formid-
able undertaking. The patient is thus debarred from a chance
of cure, and permitted to live with the disease progressing to
its ultimate fatal end. The operation of colotomy is by no
ineans free from danger, it is dernier resort, and should, in
my opinion, only be done to relieve distresing symptonis
either of obstruction or pain, or both. In recent years a very
great change lias taken place in the opinion of operating
surgeons as to the extent of gut involvement that is removable,
and the more radical operations of Kraske and Kocher, with
their nodifications, have opened up a very wide field, and
extended our grasp on the surgery of the rectum beyond the
keenest hope of a few years ago. The Kraske operation has
been held responsible for many failures which never should
have been placed to its discredit. 'The operation was devised
with the hope of obviating the necessity of destroying
the normal function of the lower end of the rectum and
sphincter in those cases in which the cancer had not already
involved their structure. Yet we find report after report
speaking of the Kraske, or sacral operation, in whici the
growth and the whole portion of the healthy gut below,
including the sphincter, had been removed, and a sacral anus
formed, while there was a large portion of healthy gut and
sphincter yet in a normal state. This was not Kraske's
original intention, nor his practice.

Possibly my experience has been too small to permit me to
criticise those who make their greatest endeavor to remove all
the glands that may be found enlarged in the neigiborhood of
the operation; but, in al] my operations, including tbe cases
which I report to-night, I have only removed those glands
which came immediately into the field, or were easily detected
by the finger, without rummaging about and possibly setting
up foci of infection by unnecessarily prodding and poking
here and there. I think that the gland enlargement nay be
due as much to inflammatory irritation as to the direct infec-
tion from the inalignant growth, and that those glands which
are simply enlarged from infßaminatory conditions will subside
without any malignant development. I am satisfied that there
are cases in w'hich it is absolutely impossible to perform any
radical operation; but those cases are comparatively few, and
it is tO be hoped wvill become fewer.
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Michael G., age 67. Family history free froi cancer. . He
lbas- served in the British army in India; had ague. Has never
had syphilis. Been a free liver for years, and indulged in
intoxicants freely.

In January, 1.893, lie first noticed a soreness about the anus
tnd extending up the rectum; this rapidly got worse, and free

hemorrhage accompanied each movement of the bowels. In
April, 1894, he went into Toronto General Hospital, and was
operated on twice during a three nonths' stay, leaving there in
June, 1894, with the wound still open. In December, 1894, he
came into my service at St. Michael's Hospital, with pain,
bleeding, and a growtlh at the anus extending up the bowel a
short distance, less than one inch. I thought it possible to
remove the growth wit.hout doing a wide operation, but .vas
not successful. The continuai passage of feces over the
opera.ted area delayed healing, yet lie was discharged from the
hospital in July, 1894, with a partial control of sphincter. In
January, 1895, lie vas re-admitted witlh a return of the growth.
T his time I did a colotomy as a precautionary measure before
excising the growth, which was donc freely. He was dis-
charged in July, 1.89.5. He was free from any return and
comnfortable, w'ith a water pad truss, until February, 1897. In
July, 1897, there was a growth at the niargin of the skin and
mucus membrane about . x ? inch, which looked suspicious;
this was renoved. On nicroscopical examination it was
found not to be carcinomnatous. The continuity of the gut
was restored in August, 1898. He has reniained free from any,
recurrence. There is a contracted fibrous ring around the
lower bowel opening which acts sonewhat in the capacity of a
sphincter. He was well and frec from any recurrence in
January, 1901.

Lizzie MeL., age 28. Maternal grandfather had epithelioma
of lip, removed, cure; died from other cause many years after.
Otherwise, family bistory good.

When about seven years of age she was hit with a large
stone on the hip. This accident was followed by pain and
sVelling il a few days, which increased in severity. She vas
confined to bcd for a year before she was able to go around.
In about six months she was again obliged to lie up, and an
abscess developed and broke in the groin. The discharge con-
inued, and one place after another broke down around the

hip until there liad been four or five sinus openings, one closing
before the second would open. She was in bed about a year and
a half or two years at this time. "'ie wound on the hip, vhich
had always discharged a little, even while able to go about,
healed up for a few months, then her left shoulder broke out
and was very sore for some months. Another abscess developed
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half way between the hip and the knee. She was so comn-
pletely deplieted that her recovery was dispaired of. She
slowly recsvered, and lier shoulder and hip healed. She main-
tained fair health for a long time, then lier riglt armi got sore
and kept her in bed for three inonths; was up for three
nontlhs, theii in bed again with the other arn three months.
Up again, and had good health in every way until about four
years ago, when in January, 3894, she took la grippe, and
the hip got bad again and kept getting worse. She went into
St. Michael's Hospital in ny service.

When I first saw lier there was a very large fungating mass
ou the left side involving the, anus, extending nearly to the
great trochanter, hîigh up in the rectum, involving the labial

wall and the vulv'. (Fig. 1. A hard substance was found to
project into the bowel throughout the growbh, whicl proved to
be part of the coccyx. In al probability this irritation was the
exciting cause of the growth taking on a malignant character
in the rectum. The operation was most formidable and the
mass of tissue removed enlormous. The greater and lesser sciatie
notches were exposed, and a large area had to be left %'A granu-
late. She made a slov but unevenitful recovery, and gained flesh
rapidly. A small recurrence was removed during the first
year, but otherwise she remained free from recurrence..,h
condition after the second operation is well seen in the Ii"-
tration (Fig. 2). The urine abways contained some albumii
and about tie tine of the second operation she developed uremie
symptoms, with convulsions and blindniess. These symuptomis
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were by free bleeding and treatuient, since which time she lias
been able to get about and do light work without recurience
of cancer, but a marked victim of .Bright's disease.

Mrs. 0., age 74, Scotch. Family history good, free from
cancer.

She had the usual diseases of childhood. Menstruation began
at the age of 14. She had several attacks of inflammatory
rheumatism, vitlh nany joint involvenents, before she w'as 25.
Faiily, three children and one miscarriage. Always suffered
from obstinate constipation. At the age of 68 she had a
severe fail, falling dow'n thirteen steps and bruising herself in
the glutial region very badly. In April of the succceding year
she dereloped severe pain over the left iliac region and lower

part of spine; a great tenderness over the left side from rib to
ilieum, tenesmus was very distressing. This was relieved by
something breaking in the bowel, followed by a frec discharge
of pus. She at once took advice. A caulifiower growth was
found in rectum and immediate operation advised. She wa
admitted to Toronto General Hospital, April 15th, aud oper-
sted on by one of the staff A portion of the lower bowel and
anus was removed (said to be ý x 2 inches). She made a good
recovery, with loss of pain and tenesnus for over one year,
although stools passed involuntarily. In July she was
admitted to the Home for Incurables for reCUTence of the
cancer, and came under my care. On examination I advised
another operation, which she acquiesced in. The recurrence
was removed and patient did well, but in three months a
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growth was found at edge of anus and renioved; this, on
examination,.proved' notto be cancerous. In December, 1897,
there was undoubted recurrence in the bowel, and a third
operation performed, removing a large area of the posterior
wall of the rectum. The peritoneum was opened but the
recovery was uninterrupted. The growth recurred in the
skin and spread to the valvoe, but as you will sec the bowel is
free fron any recurrence. (Specimen shown.) If more skin
had been removed at the time of the last operation it is quite
possible that the recurrence would not have occurred. It is
very satisfactory to note, however, that the bowel is entirely
free from any involvement in the recurrence.

John K., age 56. Father died, age 90, inother over 80.
Grandparents on both sides died of old age. One sister lived
to be 58 years of age, in good health. Two brothers died in
childhood, and one brother living. Patient never lad any
serious illness, although when following his trade as shoemaker
lie always complained of severe pain over the sacrum. About
ten years ago he had what ie terns weak spells, which came
over him whenever lie did any hcavy li ting. Thlere was no
trouble with the stomach or bowels until about eighteen months
ago. In 1898 he noticed that large quantities of blood passed
with each evacuation of the bowels. This lie attributed to piles,
and toolc no advice upon the matter. In August, 1899, lie first
took advice, when the serious nature of his trouble was recog-
nized, and he came under my care in September of the same
year. I operated on October 11 th, for the removal of a can-
cerous growth involving the anus and lower 3- .inches of the
bowel.

Tite Operadon.-After making an incision around the anus,
and following up the growth, it was found that it would be
necessary to extend the incision; this was done along the
median line and the coccyx removed. After getting well above
the growth it was excised and the gut brought down and
sutured to the upper angle of the incision. On December 5th.
a granulating, suspicious-ïooking mass was noted at the upper
end of the wound, involving the skin and mucous membrane
junction. It was feared this was a recurrence, and on the
same date I excised this area. On microscopical examination
it proved not to be a recurrence but a grauulating mass.

[NOTE.-In October, 1901, I eideavored to secure for the
patient sone control over the bowel movement by twisting the
rectum. The adhesion made the dissection difficult, but I
succeeded in releasing the gut and naking nearly a complete
turn. The w3und healed nicely, but it is too early to speak of
resuits.]

Mrs. C., age 54. Nothing special in family history. Married
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at the age of 24. Has had two children, living and healthy,
confinement normal. Menopause complete at 43. Six years
ago had nervous prostration with catarrh of mucous membrane
throughout the intestinal tract. She lad generally suffered
from constipation, but was regular for some months previous
to passages leing accoinpanied by blood, the latter condition
being preceded by days of continual backache. Natural dis-
charge of bowels became fragmentary and finally obstructed.
She gradually lost flesh and strength, and sought advice believ-
ing that her malady was of a more serious nature than she had
thought. I saw her in consultation with Dr. B. Field in the
latter part of September, and advised an immediate operation,
which was agreed to. The condition was found on examination
not to involve the sphincter, nor the lower three inches of the
rectum. Pretty nearly as high as the finger could reach,
without chloroform, there was an annular constriction of the
bowel, hard and irregular, in the posterior portion of which
was situated a .small- opening. It was possible to pass the
finger tip only into this opening, and impossible to feel the
upper end of the growth. One could make out that the growth
was movable, also it presented the idea that it did not involve
many inches of the gut. By palpitation from above through
the abdominal wall, I was satisfied that the growth did not
extend to the pelvie brim. Below the growth there was a
great ballooning of the bowel. ler general condition was
one of marked cachexia and considerable emaciation.

The operation, a modification of the Kraske incision, was
done and the whole rectal tube freed, when it was found that
the growth was about 3ý inches long, its lower border beginning
three inches from the sphincter and involving the whole circum-
ference of the rectum. The bowel was shut off above and
below the grovth by clamp, and the intervening portion
excised. The weakened condition of the patient's pulse at this
point vas such that we abandoned our original idea of suturing
the walls of the intestine, and we resorted to Murphy's button.
There are two varieties of buttons, good and bad, as Dr.
Murphy very aptly pointed out when he was in Toronto two
years ago. Unfortunately, in the button that we used the
spring was weakened. There was no trouble in adjusting the
button and approximating the ends of the gut and closing the
large sacral wound, leaving drainage above and below. The
anterior and lateral walls of the gut united well, but the button
lost its grasp at the posterior wall, and at this point it failed
to unite. A small fistula still exists. This bas since entirely
closed. The large wound became infected, although not
so much as one would anticipate, and vas slow in healing.
There was nothing to note particularly in her subsequent
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recovery, which she made slowly but well. I examined
her yesterday, that is the 21st January, a very short, period
undoubtedly after the operation, but .[ an very gratified to
report that there is at present no evidence of any recurrence
of the growth. There exists, at the point of union, however,
a projection from the anterior wall of the gut like a curtain or
valve (a reduplication)'that is acting as a barrier to the froe
movement of the bowrels. The force from the sacral curve is
expended against the upper portion of this valve, and conse-
quently the streamn does not pass along the canal freely. The
lumen of the gut at this portion will admit my thumb, and is
to-day more patulous than when she left the hospital in
Decem ber.

She speaks of a peculiar condition, and says that she feels
as if thero existed two ani; and she lias an anestetice area in
the rectum which appears to be equail approximately to the
removed portion. She lias normal control over the bowel
inovements. The sensation of ha.ving evacuated the bowel
completely is experienced before the act of defectation is com-
plete. The passage of feces over the anesthetic area pro-
ducing no sensation, the act is considered complote; but as
soon as these feces reach the sensation area below a second
desire is produced, followed by movenient.

In making a report of the foregoing cases, I have endeavored
to show the truc conditions as they have presented themselves.
The frequent repetition of operations may, to some mincds,
inilitate against the advisability of the procedure, but when
we look at the results, I an satisfied that the operations
were more than justifiable. I believe that we will learn
to cut wider as our experience widens, and that in the future.
we will have fewer recurrences. In these cases, if a cure
cannot he attained, the relief from pain, nauseating odors, and
other distressing symptoms, are sufficient to justifV us in
operative interference. In many cases in which cure is not
possible, but relief fron symptomns is probable, I an satisfied
that the procedure should be undertaken, and the period of
extended life made more bearable. We must pay more atten-
tion to rectal cases; wc must examine them mord thoroughly
and earlier, and just as soon as the diagnosis is made, operate-
remove the disease freely. The late discovery of rectal cancer
is a blot on the reputation of some physician, and I believe in
the future, if we nake our examinations earlier and more
thorough, that these blots will be fewer and further between.

61 QUEmxx ST. EAST. TonoxTo.



PELVIC LESIONS IN RELATION TO THEIR DISTINC-
TIVE EFFECTS UPON MENTAL

DISTURBANCES.

BY A. T. HOBBS, M.D., LONDON, ONT.

The gradual evolution of the treatment of the insane unfolds
factors in etiology that hitherto were unsuspected or given
but little crëdence to as possible disturbers, either directly or
indirectly, of the mental equilibriurm of the sane. The surgical
treatment of organic disease in patients mentally deranged was
followed by mental phenomrena so marked that the inference
was reached that there must exist a relationship between cer-
tain physical lesions and mental disease, as the removal of the
former was succeeded by an improvement or subsistence of the
latter. This occurred so frequently that it could not be dis-
missed as mere coincidence, but it positively determined that
these bodily lesions were in themselves responsible for the
initiation or maintenance of insanity per se.

Until within recent years femnale lunaties received precisely
the saine attention and treatnent as that accorded to male
lunaties. That insane females possessed either an ovary or a
uterus was either overlooked or ignored, and the possibility of
either of these sequestered organs being grossly diseased seems
never to have been conteniplated by those into whose charge
was committed the care of the insane. In explanation it must
be said that without close observation or systematic gynecologi-
cal investigation it was practically impossible to definitely
state that pelvie disease existed, inuch less could be diagnosed
in a female lunatic. For this reason, and because of the woman's
mental intirmity, with its accompanying delusion, or mania, or
stupor, or deientia. which rendered lier unable to rationally
complain of physical distress as would a sane woman, if; was
liard to convince the majority of alienists that 15 or 20,
or 25 per .cent. of all insane women were suffering from
one or more pathological lesions of the orgaris of the reproduc- --

tive system.
A consideration of the statistics of institutions devoted to

the care of the insane will show, by comparison of sexes and
of their civil state, that among their lunatic populations there
are more single than narried men, and more married than
single women. \hy isthere this preponderance of the single
in the one sex and of the married in the other? The solution
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of this, I believe, is that single men leadi more irregular lives
than married men, and as a result are more liable to dissipations
and exposures leading up to disease with subsequent mental as
well as physical collapse; also that married women preponder-
ate over the single of their sex, owing to their liability to in-
jury and disease entailed by maternity, vith'its sequence of ill-
health and nerve deprediation, ending up so frequently in mental
degeneration. That this is true, as experience lias shown,
should it not emphasize the necessity of a systematie examina-
tion of at least all married female insane when under treat-
ment to determine the presence or absence of gynecie complica-
tion, whether the patients are residents or not of institutions or
sanitariums ?

The result of pelvic examnination of a large proportion of the
female population at the Asylum for Insane, London, disclosed
at least the presence of organic disease or abnormalities in
25 per cent.

The gynecological exaininations were unifornly conducted
with the aid of an anesthetic. Experience has taught us that
the most suitable and reliable anesthetic for the insane was
ether, prec-ded by the inhalation of nitrous oxide gas. This is
the only method of any value of arriving at a proper diagnosis
of the existence and nature of disease of the pelvie organs
ainong the female insane.

As a result of these investigations it was found that 253 out
of 1,000 females who were residents of the institution during
the past six years had soine pelvie disease or abnormality that
needed gynecological treatment. Medical and other treatment
only temporized witli these lesions, and was found difficult to
carry out and non-productive of result. The only success
obtained in combatting these diseases was Lhat obtained through
surgical means.

The surgical methods employed were those that are in daily
use by all reputable surgeons for treatment of siiilar lesions
in the sane. Many a patient required two or more operations
to complete the treatment in lier case.

To ascertain the proper value of the results succeeding the
removal of the different lesions, the cases will be classified into
groups, the principal gynecological lesion in each patient deter-
mining the position in the classification.

I. OVARIAN DISEASE.

The total number of cases who received treatnent for disease
of the ovories and tubes was 41. The treatment in each neces-
sarily varied-according to the disease or the complication pres-
ent. To accomplish this it was found necessary to perform in
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seven, hysterectonies-four by the abdominal route and three
per vagiam ; in 25 cases single or double oöphorectony was
done, and in the renaining nine a part of one or both ovaries
was preserved after removal of the diseased portions. Fiollow-
ing these operations for ovarian disease there occurred two
deaths, or 5 per cent., both dying of complicating pneumonia.,
one on the seventh and the other on the twelfth day aÇber
operation. Good( physical recoveries resulted in the remnaining
39, or 95 per cent.

Jhle subsequent mental history in the :39 patients who sur-
vived the operation was very good. The time of mental recovery
varied from three nonths to one year.

The mental classification is suminarized as followvs:

Cses. Recoveries.
Acute. maia ....................... ...... .... I11 7
Chroie mania................... .......... 23 9
EPIiileptie niazi. ........... .... ........... .2 
Folie Circumlarie ........... . .............. 2
Psvelocom a ............. .................. I I
Acuite melincholhi. ...... ...... ............ 3 2

This gives a total of 20 recoveries, or 49 per cent. The
duration of the insanity in these 20 averaged eighteen months.
Over and above this there were 10 patients, or 25 per cent.,
who showed a distinct mental improvenent, although the aver-
age length of insanity in these 10 exceeded three years.

The history of these ovarian cases disclosed heredity in 16,
or 39 per cent. Froi this it will be seen that the introduction
of modern surgery imnmensely benefited 30 women, representing
73 per cent. of the ovarian cases, by the reduction of discase
tissue or of the reumoval of the entire organ whenever founmd
necessary.

II. A BNORMA L DI.SPLACED UTER .

it was found on examination of 66 patients that the main
lesion presented was a displaced uterus. The abnormal position
of this organ varied from simple retroversion to complete pro-
cidentia. To correct the pathological positions of this organ it
was found necessary to shorten the round ligaments iii 54
patients, to suspend the uterus perventrui in 7, as well as to
performni total extirpation in 7 others where the procidentia wa.s'
complete.

These patients did not all do well, as death succeeded opera-
tion in two, one dying fron secondary hemorrhage induced by
the patient pulling out the ligatures, and the other from bed-
sores two months after treatment. Borh of these occurred
.fter vaginal hysterectomy.
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A s*ynopsis of the mental condition and recovery rate of
these 66 patients is tabulated below.

Cases. Recoveries.
Acute mania ............................... 20 15
Chronie mania ..... .................... 22 3
Epileptie mania... ........................ 1 0,
Puerperal mania ........................... 7 4
Acute melancholia .... ............... .... .9 5
Chronic melancholia .... .................. 1 1

Froin this table it will be seen that the mental condition vas
restored in 28, or 42 per cent., with an average duration of
insanity or 1 year and 10 months. lBesides these. recoveries, in
15 others, or 2.3 per cent., the mental condition was more or le3s
improv'ed after correcting the displaced organ. This makes
a total of 43 patients, or 65 per cent., whose condition both
physically and mmentally responded to proper treatment. Of
these 66 cases, who had a inal-position' of the uterus, it was
found that 32, or 48 per cent., were tainted by hereditary
insanity.

III. Tumons, MALIOGNANT AND .IENIGN.

Gynecological examination of 16 insane women disclosed as
a complication of their insanity an acquired growth. Of these
9 had fibroid tumors of the uterus, 2 showed cervical epithelio-
mas, 1 a sarcoina of the body of the uterus, 2 had tuberculous
disease of the pelvie organs, and 2 had inflammatory deposits
in and around the uterus. For the treatment of these foreign
bodies there were performed 8 abdominal hysterectoinies, 1 vagi-
nal hystereétomy, 1 myomectony, and 3 celiotoinies, with
use of saline lavage in the tubercular cases.

Following operation in these 16 patients there resulted 1
death from exhaustion on the third day. The other 15, how-
ever, made good physical recoveries.

As to the mental features and number of recoveries, the
accompanying table will show:

Cases. Recoveries.
Acute mania................................ I 
Chronic mania.............................. Il 1
Epileptic mania..... ....................... 1 0
Chronie m lancholia......................... 3 0

It will be seen by this analysis that only 2, or 12 per cent.,
recovered their reason subsequent to the removal of these
physical lesions The average duration of insanity in these 2
recoveries prior to operation was three years. . There were 6
others, representing 37 per cent., wb -- e mental status was im-
proved. These latter, however, sh, ed an average duration of
insanity of over 5 years. Only 3 ï- ut of the 16, or 19 per cent.,
disclosed any hereditv.
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IV. DISEASES OR INJWtURES oF UTEINE CERVICES.

In 60 patients the main lesion which demanded surgical relief
was a diseased or iniured cervix. Nearly ail of these cases
vere complicated by either a sub-iuvoluted uterus or an endo-

metribis. In 19 of these 60 cases there vas in addition to the
cervical lesion a complete o- '--oiplete tear of the perincum.
For the necessary relief of tne diseased cervices there was car-
ried out 52 amputations, 5 trachelorrhaphies, and 3 underwent
treatment by the method described by Dudley for the relief of
stenosis of the interna.1 os. Restoration to bodily health
occurred in ail. The accomlpanying table shows the mental
state, and the recovery rate of these 60 patients is appended.

Cases. Recovcries.
Acute mania................... . ........ 17 12
Chroniv mania .... :................ ...... . . . . 5
Puerperal mania ........ .................. 3 0
Epileptie mania.......................... 1(i
Folie circulare ............................. .2 0
Chronic melancholia........................ 3 1
.Acute melancholia .......................... 4 0

Follow'ing uterine and cervical treatment there vas complete
mental relief in 19, or 31 per cent. These showed an average
insanity duration cf 1-5 months. Besides these recoveries 14
others, or 23 per cent., improved înutally. A.history of heredity
ln these cervical cases complicated 21, or 35 per cent., of the
whole number.

Y. DISEASES OF TH E UTERINE BODY OR ITS LINING MEM.BRANE.

On examination of 52 patients it was deemed necessary to
curette for the reduction of a sub-involuted uterus, or the cor-
rection of an endoinetritis. Some of these wvhen under pre-
vious observation were noted as heing nenorrhagic, or were
suffering froin dysmenorrhea. All these patients so treated
improved in physical health. The mental results were as
follows:

Cases. Recoveries.
Acute mania ......... .................... 2.3 14
CIronic mania.. .......................... 15 1
1uerperal mania........................... 3 2
Acute melancholia .... ... ................ 5 3
Chronic melancholia......................4 3
Puerperal melancholia..................... 2 2

Froi this table it will be seen that the mental recovery rate
-was 25, or 48 per cent., and their average length of insanity
was 10 imonths. Besides this, 1.1, or 21 per cent., showed mental
improvement, their insanity averaging 31 years.

The question of heredity showed itself in the. histories of 15,
or 29 per cent., oF the 52 patients so treated.
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VI. INJURIES TO TH1E PERINEAL BODY.

Lacerations of tie perineum of all degrees, accompanied by
varying prolapse of the vaginal walls, was found to be the
main lesion in 18 patients. Most of these cases had also to
some extent sub-involution of the uterus, which was corrected
at the same Lime as the repair of the trauma to the perineum.
The surgical treatment benefited these patients materially, as
was observed by the rapid imiprovement in general health and
subsequent mental tone. The classification of the mental dis-
case and subsequent history of these 18 cases was as follows:

Cases. Recoveries.
Acute mania.................. ..... 6 2
Chronie mania........... ..... .... 4
Puerperal mania ......................... 2 1
Acute nelancholia ......................... 4 3
Chronie melancholia................... . 2 1

This summary shows that 7, or 39 per cent., recovered
.mentally, succeeding the restoration of the injured perineum,
and complications. The average duration of their insanity
was only 9 months. Of the others, 3, or 17 per cent.,
improved 1whose duration of mental enfeeblement exceeded 9
years. Heredity complicated only 4, or 22 per cent., of these 18
perineal cases.

It is necessary to state that the six divisions as given are
somewlat imperfect, as often an ovarian case was complicated
by a displaced uterus, or a displaced uterus lad in addition a
lacerated or diseased cervix, or a diseased cervix was often
acconpanied by a tear of the perineum. A more limited classi-
fication nay be devised by taking the ovarian lesions as one,
the uterine displacements and diseases of ie body and cervix
together as a second, the injuries of the perineum as a third,
and the tumors as a fourth class. This arrangement wvill sum-
marize as follows: Of ovarian disease there were 41 cases, with
20, or 49 per cent., recoveries; of uterine lesions there were 178
cases, with 72, or 40 per cent., recoveries; of injuries to the
vaginal outlet there -were 18 cases, with 7, or 39 per cent.,
recoveries, and there were new growths in 16 cases, with 2, or
12 per cent., recoveries. From this division it -will be noted
that the pelvie lesions having the greatest effect upon mental
alienation were those in which there existed changes in the
ovariani structure causing an interference with ovarian func-
tion. The next most potent pelvie factor wvas disease of uterus,
and third nost important was injury to the via vaginalis,
while fourth and last new growths did not seem to list.urb
mental stability except in a small percentage of cases.

Two simple divisions nay be made of the whole numnber by
grouping together all ovarian and uterine lesions as inflanmna-
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tory. This will show that out of 209 cases supposedly inflam
matory that 92, or 42 per cent., returned to tleir normal mental
state. Then group all the remainder, including new growths
and injuries to the perineum as non-inflainmatory, and these
will make a total of 34 cases with a recovery rate of only 9, or
26 per cent.

An epitome of the varions mental diseases which were the
main lesions in the 253 patients illustrates briefly the phases
of Iunaey that were the most susceptible to alleviation on the
removal of gynecic sources of irritation.

The acute insanities were naturally the most amenable men-
tally to favorable treatment of pelvic ailments as the post-
operative results alrea(ly given have shown. In the acute
mental aff'ctions the recoveries from mania took the lead with
a percentage of 61, then followed melancholia with 58 per cent.
of recoveries, and puierperal insanity the .ast, w'ith 53 per cent.

In the chronie class melancholia yielded much better results
to surgical treatment than mania, there being 46 per cent.
recoveries in the former to 25 per cent. recoveries of the latter.

Of the four casês of folie circularie, or circular insanity, only
1, or 25 per cent., vas mentally restored.

Finally, of the 5 patients treated by these surgical methods
91 were complicated by a hereditary tendency, or a percentage
of 36.

In the former presentations of this w'ork before medical
societies some doubt -was expressed as to the correctness of
previous similar statistics and we were said to be ultra-enthu-
siasts in this gynecological work. It -was claimed that " we
looked for disease and found it." In addition to this there
were sone who endeavored through their criticisms to imply
that we were guilty of unnecessary surgical interference.

These criticisis go beyond the rubicon of legitimate argu-
ment and tend to cast odiuni upon the work that was donc.

Regarding the vant of faith in our statisties, I desire to place
on record the following facts. which vill confirmV iin a great
measure the figures and deductions alrcady given in detail.

For the past 30 years annual reports were presented to the
Provincial Government of all ofßicial statistics in connection
viith the varying movements of the population of Londen
Asylum. These statistics are substantially correct and are sub-
ject to government periodical supervision. The oflicial records
show that for the bi-quintennial period previous to the intro-
duction of systematie surgical treantment the average annual
rate of discharges of patients recovered and improved calculated
upon the admissions, was for the male residents 35, 2.3 per
cent., and for the fenale 37..5 per cent.

For t.he third quintennial period, during which gynecological
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surgery was in vogue in addition to the ordinary methods
of treatnent, it was found that the annual rate of discharges
among the men differed very little from that of the previous
two quintennial periods, being 35.92 per cent. It was discov-
ered, however, that the wonen during the third quintennial
period had advanced froih 37.5 per cent., the average of the
previous 10 years, to 52.7 per cent., or a gain in the discharge
rate among the women of 35 per cent. This was certainly due
to the surgical treatment of pelvie clisease which existed so
largely among the feiale population, as the other methodis of
combatting disease were practically the saine as in previous
years. An oficial analysis was also made concerning the mnm-
ber of re-adinissions of those wlho had been discharged during
this third quintennial period. It was found that altliough
many more women had been discharged than men the înumber
of re-admissions were the saine for caich sex, being 19 woien
and 19 men. This undoubtedly verifies the stability of the mental
cases who recovered after the removal of complicating utero-
ovarian disease, and still further qualifies the assertion that
these diseases play an important part in the etiology of insane
women.

The charge that unnecessary surgical interference had been
donc in these cases is absurd as well as untrue, as prior to
operation the patient's family physician was cnsulted .nd
asked to be present at each operation. This invitation was
often accepted and unqualified approval of the work clone was
unifornily expressed by these visiting physicians. In addition
to this the written consent of the nearest relative w'as alwavs
obtained to even the most minor of opriations. These were
some of the safeguards which surrounded these patients from
unnecessary surgical interference.

The value of gynecological, as compared with general, surgery
is proved by the results obtained after operations for the radical
cure of hernia.1 1 39 patients of both sexes who were afilicted
with either a ventral, umbilical, inguinal, or femoral hernia, a
radical cure was attempted, and I an pleased to say with almost
uniforin success as regards the obliteration of this physical
lesion. The mental results succeeding the operation for hernias
werc almost nil,as no mental recovery occurred, although decided
improvement in the general tone of these patients was observed.

In conclusion, let me say that there should be no doubt in the
ininds of physicians-general and special-as to the benefits
that -would accrue from the introduction and proper observance
of aseptic gynecological surgery in institutions devoted to the
care of the insane. Also that the state should see that its
wards are properly safeguarded against unnecessary operations,
such as the removal of nor.mal ovaries for their possible effect
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upon a disturbed mental condition. That this has been done
occasionally by surgeons I have reason to know, and the results
have been decidedly harmful not only to the patients but to
the establishment of gynecology as one of the regular methods
that should be employed in institutions where so many wonen
are incarcerated, and who, without the aid that gynecology can
give, are doomed to suffer untold misery as long as their ex-
istence endures.
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GASTROPTOSIS.

By ALEXANDER McPIEDRAN, M.D.,
Professor of Medicir.e and Clinical Mediine, University o Toronto.

This condition is so frequently encountered and is in many
cases accompanied by such marked discomfort that its con-
sideration is of nuch importance. With the displacement of
the stomach there is also always displacement of some of the
other viscera, sometimes of all of them, general splanchnoptosis.
It occurs at all ages and. in both sexes. In a boy of 7, exam-
ined since January 1, 1901, the greater curvature of the
stomach was a little below the umbilicus, and the right kidney
could be easily palpated during inspiration. Hle was rather
anemic. had an irregular appetite, and was not vigorous. In
his case the position of the stomach may have been congenital.

In regard to gastroptosis two errors are cominon: first, the
opinion that the condition is mfrequent; and second, that
when.itdoes exist, itmust necessarily give rise to grave dis-
turbance, and form part of that nedley of symptoms known
as Glénard's disease. That the condition is very common any
one can verify for himself by careful examination of patients
presenting symptoms of inalassimilation with or without
digestive disturbances. Not infrequently, ptosis of the stomach
is met in persons presenting no such symptoms, just as many
persons have prolapsed kidney without any discomfort arising
therefrom.

The symptoms may be local or general, or, more commonly,
both combined. Local symptoms arise from digestive disturb-
ances, especially from gastrie motor insufficiency vith conse-
quent prolonged lodgment of food in the stomach. In most
of these cases there is also excessive secretion of HC0, causing
epigastric distress, acidity, flatulence, and general depression.
These symptoms may be very slight in degree or they may be
severe, at times causing much distress. lu these cases relief
is obtained by stimulating gastrie peristalsis, so that the
stomach is emptied before each recurring meal; by suiting the
diet both as to quality and quantity to the powers of the
stomach; and endeavoring by means of massage, exercises,
suitable medicines and hygienie conditions, to restore the
stomach, as well as the general physical state, to a normal
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condition of function. The following case may b, iely cited
to illustrate these statements:

M. E. S., aged 51, five feet eight inches in height, but only
weighing 128 pounds, had been ailing for some years with
epigastrie distress, flatulence, debility, irregular appetite and
constipation. Five hours after a light breakfast " splash " was
easily demonstrated in the epigastrium. The tube vas passed
and five ounees of grumous material containing pieces of white-
of-egg and remains of bread were renoved from the stomach.
The stomach. was inflated and the lesser curvative found to lie
below the umbilicus R0 was present but in deficient quantity.
The right kidney was easily palpable. The abdomen vas
almost flat so that an abdominal support would be of little
use. His diet was restricted to one egg and a piece of toast
for breakfast, a glass of warm milk at il o'clock, a little tender
ieat, or tish, and one vegetable for luncheon, a cup of soup or

fluid beef at 5 o'clock, and a dinner at 7 o'clock similar to the
luncheon. The abdomen -was well massaged morning and
nigit after the patient drank a gltss of hot water. This was
followed by systematic exercise of ail parts of the body, and
especially of the abdomen. Strontium bromid was given
before meals and strychnin with some antiseptic such as
resorcin, bismuth naphtholate, sodium salicylate, etc., after
Ilieais. As Soon as the. wpgastri distress was relieved dilute
hydrochliorie acid was substituted for the bromid. 1-le imi-
proved satisfactorily, and in a few nonths his w'eight was
150 pounds. The lesser curvature of the stonach wvas raised
somewhat above the uibilicus, but care as to diet was neces-
sary to prevent retention of food in the stonach, as shown by
the splash.

When constitutional syimptoms are marked, the condition is
really one of neurasthenia with symptoms of digestive disturb-
ances predominating. In the treatiment of these cases the
patience of both patient and physician is certain to be taxed.
The treatmlenb is that of neurasthenia, plus sucb nicasures as
are necessa.ry to correct the digestive derangement. The latter
can often be overconie and the digestive function restored to a
fair degree of efficiency long before the symptoms referred to
the stoiach are relieved, or the general neurasthenic conditions.
inaterially improved.

It is usual to direct a well fitting abdominal support for
such cases; if the abdomen is prominent, in which condition
the walls are relaxed, such a support does good, and in many
gives a great sense of relief. It supports the abdominal con-
tents and tends to prevent further prolapse. lI many cases,
however, the abdomen is flat, or even retracted. In these a
support is of little, if any, service. In fact, in a number of
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cases it proves irksome. In all cases, probably massage and
suitable exercises of the abdominal muscles constitute the most
effective means to relieve the symptonis and restore tie
stomach to healthy function. By these means the. circulation
in the abdominal viscera is improved and peristalsis stimulated,
consequently renal excretion is increased and the processes of
digestion and assimilation improved.

Thie prognosis in gastroptosis is fairly illustrated by the
following case:

J. R., aged 27, a draughtsman. Last autumn he iwas very
neurasthenic froni overwork, and was thin, anemie and much
depressed. The stomnacli was prolapsed so that the greater
curvature was three inches below the umbilicus, as showni both
by the gastrodiaphane and inflation. There was a moderate
degree of hyperacidity. The treatment consisted in a regu-
lated diet similar to that directed for M. E. S., massage exer-
cises, out-door life withîout fatigue, and strychnine with anti-
septies after meals. He worked liard all winter supervising
the repairs of an electrie road. On examination this spring
the stomach was found to be above the umbilicus and its
digestive power much improved. His general condition is
good, althougli lie remains thin.

Thie followinîg conclusions may be offered:
. Gastroptosis frequently exists without giving rise to any

discomfort. So long as the functions of the stomacli are per-
formed efficiently no symptoms will arise from its abnormal
position.

2. The symptoms of gastroptosis are due to the protracted
retention and composition of food in the stomach with the
local irritation and constitutional poisoning resulting therefromn.

3. In the condition known as Glénard's disease the gastrop-
tosis or splianchoptosis plays only a part, often a minor oie,
in the production of the symptomn-group. In not a few
instances the spianchnoptosis is rather the result tlan the
cause of the condition.--Abstract Amvericain, Mledicine.



THE TREATMENT OF NASAL CATARRH BY THE
GENERAL PRACTITIONER.*

BY EUGENE C. UNDERWooD, M.D.,
Surgeon B. & O. S. W. R. R.; surgeon K, & I. B. Co., etc., Louisville, Ky.

I have long entertained the view that the general medical
practitioner neglects to treat his patients for catarrh and sends
them to a specialist when lie could successfully manage these
himself. In fact, the treatiment of catarrh is very simple and
the results which follow correct and systematie treatment are
very satisfactory. In practice, two forms of chronie nasal
catarrh are met. These are hypertrophic rhinitis and atrophie
rhinitis.

The hypertrophie form is more generally seen, and is char-
acterized by a thick mucous diseharge from the nose, great
liability to colds, obstruction of one or both nostrils, which
forces the patient to breathe through his nouth, nasal intona-
tion of the voice. There is more or less headache and the
sense of smell is lost or impaired. There is dryness of the
throat, deafness and other symptoms showing the extension of
the disease to neighboring organs. Exostosis of the osseous
structures often is seen.

Atrophie rhinitis (ozena) is characterized by a sense of dry-
ness in the nose and throat, a thick, purulent discharge and
the expulsion of discolored crusts and an offensive putrid odor.
The sense of smell is impaired and the patient is weak and
anemie.

The mucous niemubrane is dry and glazed, but in advanced
cases ulceration and necrosis are present.

The treatment consists of applications directly to the dis-
eased area and the administration of such internal remedies
as will correct any co-existing disease or morbid state. In
some cases -where there is occlusion by exostosis the resources
of surgery must be invoked.

Let me examine more in detail the treatment of the types
of nasal catarrh.

In simple chronie hypertrophie rhinitis the resuits of treat-
ment will be most flattering. In a case attended with no con-
stitutional disease nothing is necessary beyond having the
patient spray the nasal mucous surface with a solution com-
posed of equal parts of water and hydrozone every three hours.

If the case lias persisted somne time and the patient lias an
amount of mucous discharge, I have him take twenty drops

* Abstract from St. Louis Mkdical and Surgical Journal.
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of balsam of copaiba four times daily. The hydrozone is not
only a disinfectant and germicide, but its curative action on
the inflamed mucous membranes is speedy and is not equalled
by any other drug I have ever used. When the patient is
anemie I have huin take iron, and any other drug is used when
it is called for by any-associated disease or inorbid condition,
but the hydrozone spray is used in all cases.

In the atrophic variety we shall have to use the sane local
application. The hydrozone at once overcones the offensive
odor and takes off the purulent crusts.

These cases must be treated with cod liver oil, iron and such
other remedies as will bring up the general health.

Here are a few clinical histories:
Mr. R. H. M., aged 60, hiad been a sufferer for two years.

There was no exostosis, but when lie had a cold lie could
breathe only through his imouth. He was in good general
health, so I had him buy an atomizer and use a spray coin-
posed of equal parts of distilled water and hydrozone. He
sprayed the mucous surface of the nose every three hours.
On this lie made rapid improvement and in three weeks had
no further symptoms.

S. M. T., age 18, had chronie hypertrophic nasal catarrh in
which the mucous discharge -was very abundant, and this was
associated with dryness of the throat and constant desire to
hawk and spik She used t.h1 hydrezone .and water spray, and
took fifteen drops of balsam copaiba three times daily. I had
the pleasure of seeing this young woman go along to complete
recovery in.a period of six weeks.

Mrs. R. J. C., age 49. This lady had atrophic rhinitis and
as soon as she came near you the putrid odor asserted itself.
Her general health was lowered. I had ber use the hydrozone
and water spray, and take cod liver oil internally. She spent
last winter in Cuba, and lias just gotten home greatly irm-
proved in general health and ber catarrhal disease is better.

She says the spray effectually destroys the disgusting odor
and that scarcely any discharge now appears.

I expect to see this patient entirely well in several months.



THE TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE BEST METHODS OF

ADMINISTERING MERCURY,*

Uv wINFIELDI AYREs, M.D..
Genito.Urinary Surgeon, Bellevue Hospital, O. D.P., New York ,nstructor in Geniito.Frinarv

Diseaes in New York Universitv ad Bellevue Hiospital Medical College ; Ist.,tuctor in
Genito-Urinary Diseases in the New York P'ost.Graduate Hospital, etc.

The author calls to mind the fact that mercury has been
used in the treatnent of syphilis for over 400 years, and there
arc few physicians to-day wbo do not use it in some forn.
Althougli the method of treatment with mercury is still dis-
cussed, lie is firmly of the opinion that tiere is no hope of
cradicating the disease unless the full dose is given constantly
for sonething like three vears. The treatment should begin
just as soon as the diagnosis can be made. There is no ground
for supposing that enucleation oif the chancre has the effect of
aborting the disease. If a positive diagnosis cannot be made
froi the appearance of the initial lesion, gencral tonic treat-
ment should bc instituted.

In somne cases thc protiodide controls the symptoms, but in
the majority it is of very little use. Experimnents with
nercurol were conductec at Bellevue Hospital for eiglit and a
haHL inonls, w'ith 1 0 pasps; the histories of niuety.five of
these are recorded. The renainder could not be kept under
observation, and are thcrefore passcd over. The dosage of the
mercurol, regulated either by reaching the point of tolerance
or control of the disease, varicd from one haif to six grains.
Ii sixty-four of the nincty-five cases the disease was controlled
a:. :lows In two weeks, eight ; three weeks, twelve; four
w'ecks, fourteen; five weeks, six; six weeks, five; seven.
weeks, two ; two months, eight ; ten weeks,.two ; thrce months,
five; and four months, one. The remainder arc marked thus:
decidedly improved, seventeen; improved, eighb; no improve-
ment in. two weeks, threc; no improvement in four weeks,
one ; and no improvemnent in three mnonths, two. The latter
w'ere ail dispensary patients and it is uncertain whether they
took their niedicine regularly.

The writer states that his plan was to increase the dose
steadily from one grain until the symptoms were controlled, or
until there was a slight tendency on the part of the teeth and
gums to becone tender. If the synptoms were not controlled
before the physiological effect of the mercurol made itself felt,

« Abstract of an original paper by the author, in Thc Lancet (London, Eng
October 19th, 101.
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siali doses of potassium iodide were added, and in every case
where the mercurol was ta-ken according to directions, witi
the exceptions noted above, the syinptoms w'ere controlled.

.In sixty-seven out of the ninety-five cases tabulated, no
other medicine than inercurol. was given. In fifteen out of the
remaining twenty-eight, the addition of iodide of potassium
was found to be sufficient to control the disease, while in six
others the addition of an iron tonic suffic,d for this purpose.

The cases are not reported at length, but a few of the more
remarkable results and some cases in which other mdc;eines
failed to control Mie disease are briefly mentioned.

Case 1 had been taking bichloride for one mîonth with verv
little iiprovement. Under mercurol, three grains maximum
dosage, the symptoms were- under control in five veeks.

Case 2 lad been under biniodide of mercury (one-sixteenth
of a grain) and potassium iodide (five grains), which caused
iodism. His symptoms were controlled in one month under
half a grain of mercurol.

In Case 3 unguentum hydrargyri had failed to control the
disease. The patient was put on mercurol and the dosage
pushed up to six grains three times a day. The disease was
thorouglily under control in seven weeks.

Case 4 had been on three-eighths of a grain of biniodide of
mnercury and twenty grains of potassium iodide for two
months. The medicine caused n*.e.. and omiting. T-THing
been put on mercurol and the dosage gradually increased to
five grains three timnes a day, the symptoms were controlled in
three weeks.

Case 5 had been taking hydrargyrum bichloride (one-twelfth
of a. grain) thrce times a day, under which an eruption on his
face had faded, but the eruption on his body still persisted.
His symptoms disappeared in two weeks under a maximum
dose of three grains of mercurol three times a day.

Case 6 had been on bichlioride of mercury (three-sixtcenths
of a grain) for three mnonths, in spite of which he had palmar
syphilide of an cczematous variety. All appearances of the
disease disappeared after lie had been one month on iercurol,
bis maximum dose being three grains three times a day.

Case 7 had been taking oe-quarter of a grain of mercurol
and fifteen grains of potassium iodide, with the result that the
eruption had decidedly improved, thougli not to the extent
that it should have done. There were t.hickened red patches
on the face, covered with scaly eruptions. The symnptoms
alnost entirely disappeared within three w.eks under a
ma-inmumn dosage of five grains of mercurol thrce times a day
an. ßfteen grains of potassium iodide.

Case 8 had been treated vith inunctions of mercury, under
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which the eruptions disappeared, but the pains in the bones
still persisted. He was relieved in thrce weeks under a
maximum dosage of four grains of mercurol three times a day.

Case 9 had been taking other forms of mercury for six
months. The form which had done him most good was bi-
chloride. Yet one-fiftlh of a grain did not entirely control the
disease. He had been taking that for two months wlhen lie
was placed on mercurol. The dosage in his case was puslied
up to six grains three times a day, and at the end of seven
weeks all his symptoms had disappeared.

Case 10 had been taking medicine off and on for two years,
but his symptoms never disappeared entirely. After being
two weeks on mercurol (two grains three times a day) with
the addition of potassium iodide, all symptoms had disappeared.

Ayres, in conclusion, states that le uses inercurol in his
private practioe to the exclusion of all other drugs. is
experience is that he gets better results. He las found no
form in which mercury can be given with such good results as
in that of mercurol.

Women in Medicine.
Two important historical works have recently been pub-

lished in Paris on this subject, one by Melanie Lipinska, and
.heothe by Mared -nuu Thaer w ne l .in

honor of the semi-centennial of the admission of ElizabetL
Blackwell to the medical profession, January 23rd, 1849.
Wonan's progress during the .last decade lias been remarkable.
In Russia there lias long been complete equality between men
and wome physicians, and women have recently won their
cause in Hungary, Austria and Germany, and the prejudices
against the admission of women to the medical profession are
rapidly subsiding even in France. Spain still refuses to recog-
nize medical women, althouglh two and three centuries ago
several Spanish women acquired some fame by their practice
of medicine. Women physicians are now recognized in Bel-
giui since 1890, in Italy since 1878, in Portugal since 1886, in
Mexico since 1887, in Sweden since 1870, in Switzerland,
Roumania, Bulgaria, in this country and Australia. Baudouin
relates the history of Henrietta Faber, who practiced medicine
in Havana for years, disguised as a man. SIe married in 1820
and was at once prosecuted and condemned to ten years of
imprisonment. Medical women were numerous in ancient
Greece and Rome and in Italy during the Middle Ages.-
Joornal American Mfedicat Association.



REPORT OF PHYiSICIAN -IN - CHARGE MUSKOKA
COTTAGE SANATORIUM.

Si,-I have the honor to submit herewith the Medica:
Report of the Muskoka Cottage Sanatorium for the year
ending September 30th, 1901.

I am pleased to be able to state that we have had another
year of progress, and the results have continued to be most
satisfactory.

During the summers of 1398 and 1899 our accommodation
-of 50 beds was augmented by the use of tents.. Owing to the
increased numîber of applications this sumier, extra accoimo-
dation had again to be provided. In the autunm of 1898,
_patients remained in the tents until the second week in
iNovember, and last winter until February. We have found,
however, that the heavy snowfalls of winter seriously impair
the canvas roof, and that in wet weather it is difficult to kecp
the bedding and clothing from becoming damp. This diffliculy
lias been overcome by the erection of similar shelters with
.shingled roof, board floor and canvas sides; these we find very
comfortable for the patients, and we hope to use them through-
-out the winter. Three hav, been erected as an experiment,
each accommodating two patients. One of the tents used last
year bas been brought into requisition, and two of the smaller
sittinig-roms in thie main building 'have been temporarily
fitted up for bedrooms. The permanent accommodation for
50 lias been thus increased during the summer to 60 beds.
The year ended with 61 patients in residence, the greatest
number we have yet reached. As a result, our dining-room
.capacity is taxed to its utmost.

A new consulting room lias been fitted up, and the room
previously used fully equipped as a throat room and inhalation
room. A new compressed air apparatus lias been installed,
-and is found to be most satisfactory. The power is supplied
by a water niotor.

The interiors of the Wm. Davies and the Jessie Maver
Cottages have been thoroughly renovated, and the walls tinted
-with oil paints, that they may be washed as occasion requires.
The Jessie Maver Cottage also has been painted outside.

A mucl-needed addition to the Administration Building-a
-wing for the female help-is now under way. When this is
.completed we vill have at our disposal a number of additional
patients' rooms, which for some time have had to be used for
the servants.

Generous friends have mnade several valuable additions to the
Library during the year. These gifts have been much appre-
,ciated. We hope further additions will be made in the future.
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Amongst our nost pressing needs we would like to empha-
size the following:

1. An infirmary for those acutely il].
2. A reception home or hospital for those more advanced

cases for whom there is some prospect of improvement, but
who require supervision until they can be admitted to the
Sanatorium, or who need a tern of probation or observation
before they can be finally accepted for admission.

,3. Further accommodation for the resident staff. There is
no sitting-room for assistant physician, nurses or matron.

.4. An extension to the dining-room. If this be donc, the
accommodation required for the staff cau be provided in the
second storey.

As you will sec from the tabulated report below, of 99 cases
treated, 15 have been discharged apparently cured, and 29 with
the disease arrested-that is, in 115 there is a return to perfect
health, while in 29 others there is a relative cure-the general
health is quite normal, and there are no subjective symptoms
other than perhaps an occasional cough or sliglht expectoration.
Of the 29, 14 gave promise of cure had their finances permitted
them to remain, which would meau that 2) out of 99, or almost
30 per cent., could have been apparently cured had a longer
stay been possible. The fact that in 44 out of 99 patients the
disease has undergone more or less complete subsidence is
iighly satisfactory, considering the class of case-s treated.

It is gratifying to iote that the average gain iii weight bas
been 13 lbs., and that there has been au average gain of 141
lbs. in those remaining over three months.

It is difficult to arouse people to the necessity of sending
cases early to secure the best results, notwithstanding the fact
that we have shown in previous years, that of incipient cases
65 per cent. or over are cured, while of the more advanced
cases we imay look for permanent resuilts in only a very small
percentage, and for these results a very prolonged stay is
necessary.

These 99 cases were classilied on admission: Incipient, 24;
Advanced, 43; Far Advanced, 3-2. Such a proportion of ad-
vanced and far advanced cases is .aot compatible with the best
results. \\ith our past results becoming more knowvn through-.
out our Province and Dominion, our people are beginuiug to
realize that consumption ean be cured, and we are in receipt of
a constantly increasing nIu'mber of applications. We hope
during the coming year to restriet our admissions still more to
the class of cases for which the Sanatorium was establisied.

An erroneous idea prevails to some extent aiongst the
physicians of the Province, that a rejection of a patient means
incurability. This is not the case. It is our endeavor to select
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from amongst the applicauts those who give greatest promise
of improvement, more especially to select those for whom the
shortest timie seems nccessary. so that our beds niay be occupied
by as nany patients as possible in succession. With this object
in view, our standard of admission must necessarily vary
somewhat from tine to tine, depending upon the number and
physical condition of applications.

I would urge that in every possible way we make an earnest
plea to the medical profession to use the greatest care in the
selection of patients sent for examination. In our endeavor to
make our Sanatorium a place vhere people can recover, we
cannot admit hopeless cases, and it is a constant source of sur-
prise to our examining physicians, and to us liere, that miei
and women are sent by their physicians as hopeful cases, when
their symptons and physical signs show theni to be in an ad-
vanced condition. The refusal of these cases is one of the most
unpleasant parts of our work, and the consequent clisappoint-
ment, to say nothing of the needless fatigue and expense to
patients coming from a. distance, is often almost heart-breaking.

We have had during the year 15 visits fron the menbers of
the visitinc staf. I tale this opportunity to thank then for
their uifailing kindness, and for their help and advice in the
treatimient of our patients.

Dr. J. D. Thorburn has been added to the staff of visiting
laryngologists. It is now arranged that each physician visit
us on., in three nonths, so that one of the laryngologists will
visit the Sanatorium each month.

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to the members
of the resident staff for their faithful devotion to the interests
of the Sanatorium, and to your Board for their kind counsel
and ready acquiescence in all suggestions made for the comfort
of the patients and the welfare of the institution.

Respectfully submitted.
J. 1l. ELLIOTT, M.B.,

Physiian-i.Chargc.
3MEDICAL REIPORT.

fior thc icear cnding Septcimbr .;0th, 2m1.

Male. Female. Total.
Nuiber of patients in Sanatoriun, October 1. 100.... 19 28 47

admitted during the year......... SO 59 139

rotal numinher during the year. 9 . S7 
R. ccived fronm Cit·y of Toronto..,.................... 29 24 .3

i other parts of Onitario................. .61 56 117
le Provinces of Canada............. .- 4 S

Unitei -States..... ................... 5 .3 S
otzl .................. 99 8i7 186

D~L(O~iEN0M1INATION OF~ PATI ENT..

......... 6 OtiV ............. 9m Ç 7 14
Presbyterian........ 5. Baptist .... ....... 7 Other Churches.....s



:3.4 MUSKOKA COTTAGE SANATO1R[WM.

01;S l. P.\TiEN-TS A03ITT1ED.

Under 15...... .... -- 25 to30 .... ....... 35 50 to (0........ ... 7
1.5 L 20... .... ... 22 30 to 40........... 3o 60tL 7)........ .
20 to 25............ 31 .) to 50............ 13 70 t u 0 .... ..... 
Numbimer of patients treated duming the year................ ....... ... ISIm

I stilliunder treati ent; .......... ......... . .... 61
Num ber to be reported 0 .............................. ..... ...... 125

Divided as follows
Class 1.-Those remaininmg less than one mont ................ .2;

Il.- from e n to three oiinnth .. . . . . . . 4
n III.- o over three nmontis ..... ......... ..

125
(Those reimaining less than oun month need not be consideral.

Of the remiaining 99 patients, there were
Discharged, apparently cured................ .1

with disease arrestud ............ 29
iwithi marked imliprovemieit ........ .26
tel iiiproved.... .............. 20
failed.......... ...... . . ...

U ied ........ ... ....... .................. .1

99
75 patients gained in weighît --average gain, 13 lbs.
12 e lost - lss. 41 lbs.
12 î'eitlher gained ior lest in weight.

GLAS:S .f.-44 P.FTrsT. RE1.NN F OE1 To TnREE tIuNTns.

C'oyzmous os I>msca.u:î.

12C.SJlmIos os Ams:sios. .1ppar- .31c . .
Cured .t p i.

Incpient. .............. 1 2 f 0 0 9
Advanced........... .. 5 11 ] ( 0 1
Far1 advanced.. ....... 0 1 4 4 -0 17

5 9 17 9 4 0 44

Of these paticnts 32 gained in weight-nvrage gain, 1 0i Ls.
lost, le -- ]oss, 4

6 nither gained ior lost.

CLASS IIr.-55 ParisN·rs R'Im; i vu' ETI'r E 31aNrns.

C(msmnzs os:,~m.~smm ~ I)iS.35 nsamos o DUin .: . .

4Þeztiy tiese Saun

Clrd. .red. provl. a

lucipient..........,...9 4 I I k O 1
Advanced. 5 1 . .25
Far advanced ......... 0 2 4 5 15

lost le. .e
& iWILILI losi litar ë.iimi..

gfteeatin gaineVeidt 431 Is. dtrin a wte- r ainr m4.nt.is.



M TSKOKA CO()TTAG E SANATORIUM. 35

Rig tLinig only A ec d-u p rlobe only ..... ..... .... .... .
lower lobe only...... .......
upper and iniddle lobes ....... . ..
upperand lower lobes.......... ...
ulpper, iliddle and lower lobes...... 6

Letft Lning only Allected--uîpper lobe only ......... .........
lower lobe only............... ........ 1)

pper and lower lobes................. .16

1.obe.id. lee ower. er

l'eft ilppler 1oh ..... .. .. 4 0 2 3 4 28
Left lowetr lohne . .... ..... .... 3 0 1 17 '
Left ppk r I wi hes. ... . .21 2 1 5 0 29

. _8 _ 4 14 64

I EFIN1Ti.0Ns OF TER3MS EM3PLOYED.

Inipi.nt. --Cases in whieh both the physical and rational signs point to but
slighit loal and con4tittio.nali involvenient.

A dranced. - -Cases in which tle localized disease.process is cither extensive
or in an advanced stage, or where with a conparatively slight amount of
pIunounry involvemnent the rational signs point to grave constitutional impair-
ment, or to .omcoliîcation.

Par t1rne.- -. ases in whlichi both the ralional and physical signs
war.nt the tern

lpprrn/i Curd.---Camse in which the rational signs of phthisis and bacilli
in the expeetoration have been abc-nt for at ieast three months or Who have
no expectoration at ail ; anv abnornial physical s·gns reiaining being
interpreted as indientive of a healed lesion.

Diseast A Arested.--0.ses in whi cough. expectoration and bacilli are still
re-sent, but in whiebm all constit:tional disturbance has disappeared for somne

time, the physieal signs being interpreted as indieative of a retrogressive or
arrested p:,gress.

Improred.-Cases in which tiere las been sonme mnarked gain in the condi-
tion of the lungs, or in which there has been maurked amnelioration of the const.i-
tutional disturbances. Cases vith simply a slight gain in weight. are nt
piaced unider this tern.

J. H. ELI.IO-r·, 3M. g.,
P'hyscician.iu-Char-g.



Progress of Medical Science.

MEDICINE.

IN CHARGE OF W. H. B. AIKINS, J. FERGUSON, T. M. McMAHON, I. J. H AMI!.TON,
AND INGERSOLL OLMSTED.

Permeability of the Intestinal Wall with Respect to Bacteria.

Posner and Lewin have observed that after iechanical
occlusion of tie end of the intestine, there occurs, in from
twenty-four to forty-eight hours, an invasion of the blood and
of the organs by bacterinm coli. Markus claimed that the
lesions of the lyinphatics due to the occlusion of the intestine
were the cause of this invasion and tiat the bacteria passed
through these little openings and not through the intestinal
wall. By new experiments Posner and Cohn have confirmed
the possibility of the passage of the boieteria through the intes-
tine in con-equence of this simple inechanical occlusion, This
is proven both for the bacteriun coli and for the bacterium
prodigiosum. The differences in the resuits depend perhaps on
the fact that Markus didI not let his animal, hve long enough.
In a single case of pyocyanic infection, the paLsage of the
bacteria was noted in a few minutes aiter the occlusion.

The permeability of the intestine is always a pathological
fact due either to mechanical causes or to the pre-ence of
pathogenic bacteria. 'l'he occlusion produces conge-tive disturb-
ances which diminish the vitality of the intestine, but doe, not
produce solutions of continu ity.-Translated from Berl. Kliq.
Woch. by HARLEY SMITH.

Therapy in Cardiac Diseases.
If in the physiology and the pathology of cardiac diseases

something new has been studied and recent'y affirmed, the
attenipts at innovation in the theripeutic field have been aliost
fruitless and the greatest cardiac remedies, digitalis and cffein,
have sliown more and more their superiority over other dri.~s.

Rummo has studied well the heart remeclies. He divides
them into drugs whieh act almost exclusively on the iuscular
eleinent (strophanthus, helleb-re); drugs which act almost ex-
clusively on the nerve element (sparteine, enffeine); drngs
which act specially on the muecular fibre (digitalis, oleander,
upas antiar); and drugs which act specially on the nerves
(convallaria).
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Benas Lewy ias recently been investigating the value of
digitalis in aurtie insufficiency, Fron his researches it appears
that in this disease (conformably with Cornguu's views),
digitalis prolongs the diastole, allowing a greater quantity of
b.ood to gather in the Ieit ventricle to the detriment of the
arteries, favuring the disease. On the otier hand, it strengthens
the systole, for which purpose it is well to combine it with
atropme.

In al! the other valvular troubles and in diseases of the heart
muscle, in the stage of failure of compensation, digitalis oc-
cupies the first place anmong the drugs; on this point ail author-
ities are in accord. There is some difference of opinion as to
the mode of administration and the dosage. Tincture of
stroph aithus, like digitalis, stands in the front rank anong
heart remedies. It cannot, however, always take the place of
digitalis, but often is of great help when the use of the latter
lias to be suspended. Caffein, in the daily dose ofi -grami me,
acts as a diuretic and mnay be advantageously combined with
digitalis. Besides stimulating the cardiac fibre, it acts on the
vaso-motor centres and directly upon the secreting elements of
the kidneys. Convallaria, odonis vernalio and other prepara-
tions, thou'glh frequently recommended, do not deserve a place
amonmz cardiac remedies. Diuretin may sonietimes be comiibine:d
with digitalis. Recently Stockes ias suggested the addition of
Calomel and powdered opium in cases where intestinal troubles
appear. So much for drngs.

As for ihe hygienic treatmnent in insufiiciency of the cardiac
muscle, we must insist on rest, -so much recomme ýded by
R< 'senb ach, so as to spare the tired organ as mu ch as possible.
We ofte-n see patients, at the begmning of cardiac insufficiency
keep their beds for severil days and without the aid of any
drug., obtain the return of relative comfort and of the cardiaé
equil.brium. This observation has been forgotten by Oertel
and his followers when they laud his new cure, consisting of
mountain climbing and gymnastics and carbonie acid baths.
In mild cises and at the beginniing of cardiac insufficiency, it is
true that carbonic acid baths may give relief, diminishing the
peripheral circulatory resistance, st.imulating the cutaneous
nerves and accordingly lessening the work of tie cardiae
muscle. But when the insufficiency is relatively advanced, and
degenerative features show themselves, thenî (as Leyden, Litten
and Gibon have oberved) gymnastics and mountain climbing
and other niethods of mechanical treatmnent are not only useless
but hurtful, in that they favor the wearing out of the heart
muscle. Radioscopy lias confirmned the opinions of those who
oppoe th.c inechanical treatment. The cases which have re-
ceived benefit from sucli treatment have been cases of cardiac
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neuuhtlienia, of mild arbytlmia or nervous arbythmia, as tie
school of Engehmann call thein.

We may therefore aflirm as a general rule that in heart
troubles, whether chronic or arising as a sequel of infectious
diseases, digitalis, rest, and in mîild cases carbonie baths, con-
stitute the only eflicient treatnient.

Wien the heart libre is by these means strengthened, if tc
signs of want of compensation no longer appear, then it is time
to have recourse to inechanical treatment, Oerkel's clim bing and
Schott's gymnastics.

In concluding, we must refer to the propiylaxis 01 myo-
carditis and the serumrn-therapy of endocarditis.

As for the former, we need only say that as mnyocarditis
generally follows acute articular tiraumatism, we must, besides
treating rigorously sucli disease, also avoid the relapses by
aLdministering in the intervals of the disease, daily, sodim
salicylate, and adopting al] the hygienie treatments included in
Naunheim's gymnasties.

As for the serum-therapy of endocarditis, we wisli to say
that Douglas Powell in twelve cases has tried injections of
anti-streptococcie serum, obtaining three cures, two im-prov e-
iments and seven deaths (2.5 per cent. cures). In all these cases
he made a. bacteriological examination of the blood and having
discovered either streptococci or staphylococci, he used the
corresponding serum, the fever disappearing in from eight to
fourteen days after the first injection.

This method of treatment needs many more trials, but it
gives much reason for hopefulness. As far as the dose of-
serum is concerned and the number of injections, Powell re-
marks that :Iat depends on the individual reaction and on the

quality of tLhe serum.-Translated fron Giornale In tevrnazioni-
ale de'le Xcicnze iledicke by HAnLEY SMITIî.

OPHTHALMOLOGY AND OTOLOGY.

IN CHARGE OF G. STELHLING ItVERSON, .1. T. DUNCAN AND .1. 0. 0111.

The Use of the Ophthalmoscope in Nephritis.

Edwaed Jackson (New York Medical Journal) says: h
cases of renal disease the ophtlhainoscopie examination follows
èlosely in importance the clinical and microscopical examina-
tions of tbe urine. Noticeable changes are found in fifty per
cent. of such cases; and distinct albuminurie retinitis occurs
iii not less than ten per cent. ln these latter cases tbe
ophth aliioscopie appeaances are easily recogni zed, are as

pathognomonie of tie general disease as any set of symptoms
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kinown,' in medicine, and have the most definite prognostie sig-
nificance. of the men showing albuminurie retinitis in Haale's
Clinic, all died wvithin two years.

'TO look for it thoroughly requires the use of a mydriatic.
Atropeni, lowever, should not be used, as it takes two weeks
ïor the pupil to resume its normal condition after its use. A
brief inydriatie, such as cocaine, four per cent., or hoiatropine,
one-tifth i one per cent., shouId bc instillied forty or fifty
minutes before the examination is to be coinnenced.

What to look fo.-The most constant ophthalmoscopic
symptoin is alteration of the retinial veins, w'hicli are dilated
and tortuous, especially those about the macula. Next, hemor-
rhages may be found anywhere in the retina, they ma.y even
extend into the vitreous. 'Tlhere is swelling and opacity of the
retina in spots, or around the optie nerve. The color of the
patches may vary froni a dirty-red to a snow-white, or a gray-
blue. White spots arise from fatty degeneration. These are
most characteristie wlien arranged in rows, radiating from the
centre of the macula. The optic nerve nay be reddened and
opaque, or swollen so much as to reseible chokedi dise.

Strabismus.
In a valuable paper on Strabisinæs, J. MN'orrison Ray (Joitrnal

of ile(cal Associatioii) (Ainerican) studies 100 cases. 76 of
these were monolateral squint, in all of which the squinting eye
was defective in visual acuteness; 24 were cases of alternating
squint, in which the visual acuteness was practically the same
in each eye. Of the 76 cases, in 21 of them improvement in
the acuteness of vision in the defective eye by the use af proper

'asses, was observed.
The following conclusions are the sunmming up of the paper:
1. The effect gained in tie treatment of squint, w.hether. by

a cycloplegie or glasses, or operation, is largely, or we might
say vhol1y, cosmetie.

2. .Glasses should b adjusted to the eyes of squinting clil-
di-en at as carly an age as possible.

3. Binocular single vision is not present in more than seven
per cent. of cases of squint.

4. Cosmetie results eau be obtained and maintained wvhere
the fusion power is absent.

5. In alternating squint, if the hypermetropia is of high
degree, the chances for producing parailelism are better than
when the hypermetropia is low.

6. The effect of a tenotomy is greatly influenced hy the
amount of abducting power present in the corresponding exter-
nus. This should aiways be specially noted in the alternating
variety.
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7. Two tenotonies on tlie saine internus is bad surgery,
siin*e it invariably leaves a sunken caruncle, and later, diver-
gence.

Cycloplegics in the Estimation of Refraction.
Chacon (G«ceta iMectica de Mercico), in a paper read before

the Mexican Academy of Medicine, demonstrates that in esti-
mating the refraction of Mexican people, he bas found it neces-
sary to resort very frequently to the use of cycloplegies.
Chavez agrees with him, and instances several cases in w'hich
an artificial myopia had been overcome and the true refraction-
hypernetropia-determined only after the use of a cycloplegic.
This sinply points to the fact that the only safe inethod to
adopt in almnost all cases is the use of some cycloplegic. J.r. .

Myopia or Shortsightedness.
This nay be said to be of two kinds:
1. It is an innocent condition in many persons, continuing

through many years without much change, and not leading to
disaster of any kind.

2. In others, myopia is a progressive or pernicious condition
which reaches a higher and higher degree as tinie goes on, is
acconpanied by danage to the tunics of the eye, and leads
sooner or later to serious ]inpairment or loss of siglht.

n interesting discussion took place on this latter condition
at the late neeting of the British Medical Association (British
.M1ed. Jour., October 10th).

Mr. Priestley Smith first remarked that these two classes
are not always sharply distinguished fron each other, tiere
being many cases of myopia which cannot be placed at once in
cither class. This is w'here tle difficulty of diagnosis and prog-
nosis cones in. In attenpting to forecast a case Mr. Snith
considers the following data:

1. The age of the patient.
2. The grade of the myopia..
3. The condition of the choroid and retina.
4. The constitutional condition.
5. The evidence relating to heredity.
6. The occupation of the patient.
3. Under this beading the renark is nade, "the younger tie

patient, the more likely is the myopia to increase in degree."
Age alone, however, justifies no inference.

2. Other things being equal, the higher the myopia the more
Jikely is it to increase. A high inyopia in a child is of very evil
augury. But in aduits we can forn no forecast, even fron the
grade of myopia and the age taken together, unless we take
into account the next paragraph, No. 3.
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3. The changes which occur in the choroid and the retina are,
in tlhe order of their occurrence: first, tle typical myopie
crescent; second, the patchy themiicrig of the choroid in the
adjacent region ; third, pigmnentary and heinorrhagic changes
in the retina, and, in some cases, detachment of the retina. The
presence of any of tiese changes adds to the. gravity of the
prognosis.

4. [Lider this section Nettleship is quoted as saying or
mypin, "General onfeeblement, fhealth . . . seriously increases
the risk of its progress."

5. Th'le tendency to m yopia is very frequently hereditary,
although some observers hold that inherited myopia is con-
nonly an innocent disorder. Heredity, however, confers no
inunanity froin pernicious complications.

6. Occupation. Tihe future of many myopie eyes depends on
the way in which thev are used. Prolonged and habitual close
work does harm. P1atients who must, or will, continue such
work in excess, are encouraging their myopie to run a per-
nicious course. The amount of risk must be estimated from
paragraplis 1, 2 and 3, viz., the age, the anount of myopie, and
the fundus changes. To give a bad prognosis by way of warn-
ing is sometimes the best way to prevent its fulfilhnent.

Mr. Eenry Power, in discussing Mr. Sinith's paper, remarked
that in the case of a myopie child lie was very particular that
lie should be seated near a n indow, wlere good light would fall
upon his book. Second, lie tries to prevent ie child holding
his head too near the book: third, the diet nust be full and
sufficient.

Mr. Hlenry Eales advises, w'here the power of acconmmo-
dation is good, full correction of the myopia by glasses for all
purposes, even in the higlier degrees.

MIr. E. D. Bower considered that reading with an.insuffi-
cient light vas a most important factor in developing myopia,
and also that, in moderate or high degrees of nyopia, to read
without glasses led to its increase.

Mr. T. lhompson believed that it was of the utmost import-
ance to correct myopia by glasses as early and as fully as pos-
sible, in order to encourage the holding of the books at a proper
distance.

Foreign Body in the Eye for Eighteen Years.
Alvin A. Hubbell (Ophtltlmic Record) reports a case in

which a foreign body was Jodged within the eyeball for
eighîteen years, and then successfully removed. The case alto-
gethier is a remarkable one. The piece of cast iron was lodged
in the lens, iris and cornea. The lens had become absor*bed,
and thiere lad been occasional attacks of inflammation and
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orneal ulceration in the eye. N eeeless, the author con-
siders that there is a possibility of serviceable vision in the eye.
And in the otier eye three distinct attacks of sympathetic in-
llaniination had occurred, eaeh of w'hicl had passed away with-
Ocut impairing the \'ision of that eye. .. 1)

LARYNGOLOGY AND RHINOLOGY,

IN lAIWF O% 0F .1. PI(C..ImOWN.

Epileptiforn Convulsions Caused by Shoe-button in the Nose.
J. S. Steele (Laryngoscope, October, 1901). A boy aged

6, years had for two years been suffering froin nasal catarrh
and epileptic convulsions. Altiough fat and well nourish ed,
he. was reported to have grown stupid during the past two
vears. He had, for the whole of that time been subject to
daily convulsions, often having six or eight in a day. There
wias also a large sore spot on the back of his head, caused
by falling backwards at the onset of the convulsions.

On examination of nose a button was found in the left
nasal passage, between the iniddle turbinated and septum. It
was covered by a hard crust, and after the rernoval of the
latter, was extracted. Clcansing treatment of the nose, together
with electro-cautery operation upon the hypertroph ied tissues,
was followed by rapid improvement in every way. Il the
course of a few weeks the catarrh, as well as the convulsions,
disappeared, and the child regained his nccustomed brightness.

Report of two cases of Serous Disease of Maxillary Sinus.
W. E. Casselberry (Jour. of Laryn. Rhin. and Olol., Sep-

tember. -1901). Case 1 occurred in a man three months after
the removal of nasal polypi. It followed an acute influenza.
Tra.nsiliumination gave diminished clearniess of the left side.
Aspiration yielded a syringeful of clear straw-colored muco-
serous iluid, which partially coagulated on standing. The
microscope revealed epithelial and lymph cells. Later on,
suppuration developed, necessitating the opening of the anterior
wall, curettinent and washing. Complete recovery.

Case 2. * woman, aged 62 years, had bilateral nasal polypi
with consequent mouth breathing. Both middle turbinateds
greatly enlargcd and in a state of polypoid transformation.
Transillumination showed infra-o!bital crescent on each side
diminished. Aspiration of left maxillary sinus yielded
syringeful of viscid transparent fluid. The left middle tur-
binated was then excised. Subsequent aspiration and irriga-
tion on same side was entirely negative. indicating cure.
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Oi the right side, during a period of lour weeks, five succes-
sive punccures into the antrum were mliade, cach yielding
similar transparent fluid to that obtained from left; side. But
the middle turbinated, not haviin g been resected, the accumula-
tion of serum continued to be repeated. A rescection was theni

ide of the degenerated right middle turbinated body, with a
large polypoid maSs and poiypbuds. Reaccumulation of fluid
at once ceased : and examnination of bobli antra three weeks
bIter provd th-at they were both cured.

The writer concludes that transillumination is indecisive,
and that the diagnosis must be based on aspiration. Also, that
iii treatmenlt its essential to remove the obstruction of the
ostium maxillare; and to attain this end enlarged middle
turbiiated bodies should be resected and polypi removed.

Tonsillotomy Rash.
Wyatt Wingrave (.Jou r. Luryn. R n. ld tol., October,

1901) says that wlile " surgical rash " is familiar to all, its
association with the removal of tonsils and adenoids is lot so
wvidely known. When occurring, the eruption generally appears
on the second or third day. It may be either papular, rose-
olous or erythematous in type, and attacks the neck, chest or
abdomen, sometimes the face. It lasts for two or threce days,
occasionally for four or five. Then it gradually disappears
without desquamation. Sometimes it is associated with intense
itching; but the constitutional disturbances are usually very
slight.

Hemorrhage after Tonsillotomy.
Seifert (lrieier Klinische Rnschaa, Noveniber 15th, 1901)

points out sone of the dangers following tonsillotomy. Fie
quotes Lichtwitz, who found Loefher's bacillus in 40 per cent.
of his cases. Sometimnes alone, or in conjunction with staphy-
lococci, streptococci, leptothrix, etc., in the wound surface.
The -writer lolds that tonsillotomy should not be performned in
a general hospital, or during epidemics of scarlet fever or
diphtheria.

When hemorrhage occurs il is usually soon after operation,
rarely secondary. Moure reports onîe that occurred onc week
after operation. (The abstractor reported two cases several
years agro, one ii a boy of 5 years, the other in a iman oF
20 years, each occurring o) the ifth day.

hlie causes to which henorrhage are due are given as the
following: Injury to the tonsillar artery, atheromatous changes
in the vessels, hemophilia, injury to the internal carotid if the
latter pursues an abnormal course. When the above conditions
are. suspected, Seifert advises the use of bhe galvano-cautery
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snare, and suggests that only three quarters of the tonsil should
bc rernoved. Comiplete rest, sucking ice and gentlegargling
are recomnmended after operation.

Case of Epithelioma, Involving Tonsil, Faucial Pillar and
Tongue, Treatment and Apparent Cure.

S. -1. Oren (Jour. Amer. Med. Issoc., August, 1901). The
growth was microscop cally diagnosed as epithelioma. Hypo-
dormic injections of pure alcohol werc ruade in severaI places
outside the periphery of the ulcer, and in and above the
anterior faucial pilIar. J nilanimai ory reaction resulted, leaving
a liard, circumscribed mass This indurated area was then
dissected ont, and the base curetted and cauterized. One year
later there had been no return of the disease.

Case of Primary Epithelioma of the Uvula.
Appenheimer (il!edical Record, August, 1901) reports the

case as occurring in a man aged 8t years. It commnenced in
the tip of th,- uvula, rapidly involvng the whole of the organ.
It grew as large as a walnut. I was bluish red, not ulcerated,
and firin to the touch. Tlhe cervical g'ands w'ere slightly
enlarged but not tender. Slighit pain was complained of,
radiatirig to the ears. A small piece removed and examined
microscopically presented the chairacteristics of epithelioma.
Operation was considered inadv.-sable.

The Treataient of Laryngeal Papillomata in Children.
1-unter Mackenzie (Jozw. of Laryn. Rhin. ad Utol., Sep-

tember, 190 t) enters fully into the sur.zical treatment of this
disease ; ond from his vide experience weighs the various
methods in a judicial balance Speaking of thyrotomy hie
says a more ursatisfactory method of treatment for laryng, al
papillomata in children could scarcely be devised. The risks
of the operation are: permanent al tý ration and injury to the
voice, chi onic stenosis, and possible death as a result. Besides
these, and perhaps more important, is the fact that the opera-
tion of thyrotomy with rernoval or destruction of the papillo-
mata, is almost invariably followed by recurrence of the
growths. Asexamples he quotes the following: Lenden oper-
ated seventeen ntimes within two years on one child. Event-
ually stenosis resulted, necessitating the permanent insertion of
a tracheotomy tube. Abbé operated four times on one child,
and eventua'ly had to resort to tracheotony. Perniewan
reported the case of a boy of 11 years, on whom he performed
thyrotomy twice, removing the growths and cauterizi ng the
basis. They again recu rred, and before they were considered
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dangerous onough to require anotier operation, bhe boy was
found duad in his bed. Downie reports a two year old child
upon vhom thyrotony was perforned six times in one year.

Of endo-laryngeal operations for young children suffering
from papillonata, Mackenzie speaks alimiost as scathingly,
although lie acknowledges that the imnediate and remote risks
are not quite so great as wihen thyrotomy is performed. The
most serious objection is tie dilliculty of performing intra-
laryngeal operations at so early an age ; and the impossibility
of loing thei in a radical inanner. Almost invariably oper-
ation is followed by recurrence.

Ono man is reported as having gone through 220 intra-
laryngeal operati.,ns for the reimoval of papillinata between
the ages of 7 and 30 years. Finally li inve,ted in the neces-
sarv instruments and learned to perform die operation himiself.
Mark Howell operated fourteen times intralarynge-tlly, under
chlorofori, upon a boy aged 3-1 years before he could pro-
nounce the larynx clear of the growths; and Bond operated
nearly fifty times upon a girl between the ages of 10 and 18
years.

Tracheotomy, and tie prolonged wvearing of the tube, the
writer believes to be the ideal way of combatting this disease.
The larynx is left severely alone, and the tube is kept vn, sua
for periods varying froin six to fifteen months. Seven of his
own cases are reported. Of these four comipletely recovered,
and the others were all benefited. Reference is also îmade to
the reports of oilier writers, who, froim personal experience,
spealk very favorably of the nethod of treatnent.

After operation the cougl is diminishled. Coniplete rest is
given to the larynx, both plouatory a.nd respiratory, and by
avoiding irritation nature works a spontaneous cure.

Traumatic Dislocation of left Arycartilage.

Henry L. Wagnier, of San-Francisco, (Lrwynip.goscope, August,
1901) gives the history of a case of this unusual accident. He
believes that it is the second on record. It occurred iÛ a man
72 years old, and Ias caused by a blow, wlh ch produced
unconsciousniess. On recovery lie was voiceless. Breathing
was difficult, and there was intense pain. After subsidence of
swelling, sorme days later, the léft aryeartilage Nas seen to be
dislocated in front of its normal position, and fixed between the
respiration and ph onation position. Massage treatiment was
tried fôr.some weeks and attended by slight improvement.
At this stage the patient ceased his visits, and the further
result is unknown.
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Foreign Body Lodged for Four Months in the Trachea of a
Thirteen Months old Child. .

H. F. Brownlee (Mec. Record, July, 1901) gives the history
of the case. The child at first vas supposed to be suffering
from croup. At last dyspnea became marked anid tracheotomy
was performed under chloroforn anesihesia. The foreign body
proved to be a thin flake of coal, the size being - x -1 inch.
Inflamnmation at the point of obstruction had caused the
increased stenosis. Rlapid recovery followed the removal of
the foreign body.

Vaccination by Osteopaths Not Recognized.
The Sehool Board at Ashley, Pa., lias refused to accept certifi-

cates of vaccination performîed by ostCopaths. Several hundred
children are affected by this, and before they ean get into
sehool w'ill be required to have a second operation iii order to
get a certificate from a registered physician.-New York
Mledcical Jo:enail.

Treatment of Leukemia.
La Médecinc Moderne, September 4, 1901, recommends the

administration of Fowler's solution ii the following mianner in
leukemia: Three drops are given three times a day before
imcals, and this dose increased a drop viti each day. When 10
drops are being taken, a drop of laudanum is added to each
dose; when 15 drops are being taken, 2 drops of laudanum are
added. Everv two or three days a teaspoonful of Carlsbad
salt is given before breakfast. By the addition of laudanum
and the laxative salt, toxie effects are avoided. If toxic symp-
toms should appear, however, the dose of arsenic is gradually
decreased. Il place of 45 drops of Fowler's solutiou as the
maximum, this amount is reduced to 40 drops the first day, 35
drops the second, 30 the third, and so on, progressively lowering
the dose by 5 drops each day uitil 20 drops are being taken,
this representing the minimum dose. This amomt is given
for several days until the toxie symptoms disappear, whnc it is
again increased. This treatment is continued for miany months
without int-rruption. The avoidance of wine and the use of
milk as a b verage favors tolerance of the drug. As a result
of this treatment. it is stated, the appetite improves, strength
returins, the ganglionic enlargemlien ts in the groin and axillas
disappear, the spleen decreases in size, the nuiber of white
blood corpuscles diminishes, and the red corpuscles assume their
normal appearance. Complete return to health is said to have
been obsaerved.-...hr)ien, Miedicic.
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CONTRACT PRACTICE.

We consider that contract practice, as we now understand it,
is the greatest curse which lias fallen on our profession in
modern times. We think it is no disgrace, but simply a
nisfortune, when any physician enters upon such work.

Take Toronto for instance. Such men as the late Drs.
George Wright, Laughlin McFarlane and John E. Kennedy
had a certain amount of contract practice in their carlier years
of professional work. Many others still living, of undoubtcd
respectability in every respect, were at one time, or are now,
engaged in such work. The evils connected with this sort of

practice are fully recognized in all parts of this country, but
the remedy for the saine appears to be hard to find.

Bad as things are in this respect in Canada, it seems that

they are infinitely worse in Great Britain. It is a revelation
to many of us to study this question in the Briish 3felic«l

Joral of November 2. In that issue we find an original
communication and a leading editorial 'on tie subject. From
both we infer that, vhile there is iucl that is objectionable in
connection -with contract practice, it must be considered a
neccssary evil, and physicians must try to obtain the best pos-
sible termns.

Dr. Larking, of Folkestone, the writer of tie communication
before referred to, gives his personal experience as follows: "I
practised for nine years in a country town and district of about
!),000 inliabitants. I conmmnenced de novo, and at first had no
patients at all. Then one came and then another (mostly )eople
who owed mnoney to other doctors in the place). I thinlc I took
in cash about 15s. in two months. Then, in an evil hour, I
was led astray and seduced into taking clubs. I was so sick
of doing notling and so impatient to make a practice, that 1
prostituted my professional knowledge, and agreed to attend
for a yu1y fee of 4s. aci. Having once consented to take
clubs, it, was a case of faci.is descensus axeni, and at the end
of a few years I had a large clib practice as well as a private
O'ne. I had plenty of wor i, igh lt as well as day, and ye.t
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pecuniarily I got no forwarder. I found I had enough work
for two men and earned only enough to keep one."

One physician in the West of England who received 5s. per
head. a year earned 7-d. per attendance, and for this lie had
also to supply medicines, surgical dressings, spirits, etc. Accord-
ing to the editorial in the British Medical Journal a contract
practice at 4s. a head per annun works out about d. for each
attendance. Of course at 2s. d. per head the incoine becomes
proportionately less. We can quite understand the truth of
the following: " The nan who bas a large contract practice
cannot earn an adequate income without doing an ainount of
routine work which makes it impossible for himn to (o his duty
by his patients, or to add to the stock of medical knowledge.">
What kind of medicines do these two-and-sixpenny men give ?
Mr. Labouchere tells us that " the two great remedies in the
hands of our profession are Faith and Purgation." Dr. Larking,
in commenting, says: " With an urbane and confident manner,
nany club patients are conquered and their faith strengthened-

the Epsom salts do the rest."

GIFTS TO EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

Two renarkable gifts were made in Decémber in the United
States. One was iMrs. Stanford's gift of 830,000,000 to the
Leland Stanford University in California, probably the largest
on record. According to the Liter'wry Digest, the .New York
Evening Post says: This makes that university the richest
institution of learning in the United States, and probably in
the world- The other was Mr. Carnegie's gift of S10,000.000
to a new institution vhich he wishes to found, to be called The
University of the United States, to be located in Washington.
It is not intended that this shall compote with any other
existing institutions, as it is to be purely a post-graduate uni-
versity for the pursuit of original investigation. Itis probably
not generaTy known that Washington has, as the Boston
Trascriipt says, splendid educational resources, but they are
not properly systematized. " To search for knowledge there is
like trying to find pearls in a junkshop. With about $8,000,-
000 annually available foi- the promotion of scientific rescarch.
there is evidently an uneconomical employnent of the money,
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It is not wasted. Doubtless the best use possible, under pres-
ent conditions, is made of it. But the conditions are haphazard
and clumsy." Ten millions is a large sum, and its judicious
expenditure ought to do much towards introducing something
like system iii the Washington methods.

There seens to be a general consensus of feeling in the
United States that a research university is needed above all
other things from an educational point of view. Much research
work lias already been done. Johns Hopkins did a great deal
in this direction for fifteen years, but diniished endowment
through the failure of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and
increasing demands of the undergraduate departnent, have

greatly curtailed the resources for research. It is interesting
to note in connection vith this subject, as pointed out by the
Chicago 'Tribune, tliat during the year 1901 one hundred and
forty-nine institutions of learning have received gifts amounting
in the aggregate to 881,415,220.

FIFTY YEARS OF MEDICINE.

A very interesting banquet was given in New York, in honor
of Dr. T. Gaillard Thomas, on his seventieth birthday, Novem-
ber 21st, 1901. We find a great deal that is entertaining in his
address on that evening, as published in the New York Mecical
Joivrnal. le told his friends that as he looked backward
down the dim vista of fifty years, he could sec the disembarka-
tion of a young physician of twenty-one from a coasting
schooner from South Carolina, without one acquaintance in
New York, and with a purse no more plethoric than which
usually falls to the lot of the son of a clergyman of the Episco-
pal Church. The medical world of to-day recognizes that
young physician-Dr. Thomas-as one of the greatest gyneco-
logical surgeons of this or any age.

He also referred to the science of medicine as founded by
ilippocratus about 2,300 years ago, and said that during the
last fifty years there had been done for the advancenient and

groVth of medicine more than was done in the 2,250 years
preceding. We quote his own words, as follows:

Thinlk for a moment of the wonders which we have seen
-5
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effected in and for medicine in that tinie ! We bave seen the
" cellular pathology " of that mdst eminent of living physicians,
Rudolph Virchow, proved true beyond question and made the
basis of a grand and imposing superstructure. WC have seen
pain anniilated by anesthesia, so that the human body could
lend itself without sensation to the perfection of the surgeon's
art; we have seen the vision of be physician so magnified in
power as to penetrate the opaque walls of the body ;and
we have seen surgery, thus aided, lifted up froi its lowly
estate as a imechanie art and placed almost upol the level of
an exact science. We have seen the primordial elements of
disease, that bacterial host, invisible to the men of old, brought
face to face with us by the miracle-working microscope: and
by preventing their agency in the production of sepsis we have
niinimized the death-rate of surgical operations and alnost
staniped out puerperal fever. Working upon the saie lines,
ve have succeeded in rendering impossible forever those appal-

ling epidemics of the plague, yellow fever, and cholera-those
pestilences w1hich for our fathers "walked by darkness" in
their gruesonie work of deciinating Mhe nations of the earth.
We have seen the entire field of gynecological surgery, the
woi'd over, revolutionized by the eminent labors of Marion
Sims, our late associate; and we have seen practical medicine
elevated and freed from previous doubt, and uncertainty by the
wvonderful influence of clinical thermnometry.

We have detected the true pathology of those obscure cases
of so-called idiopathie peritonitis, which from the very dawn
of time until our day have filled year by year, through-
out bhe world, not thousands, but millions of graves, and we
have experienced an honest pride in seeing a surgical remedy
for appendicitis, their true cause, placed upon an enduring
basis by McBurney, a son of New York.

TORONTO GRADUATE NURSES' REGISTRY.

The attention of the profession is drawn to the advertise-
ment of the Toronto Graduate Nurses' Registry.

In times past efforts have been made to establish such a
Register, but not until the present has a practical method been
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proposed. We are satisfied that at Iast we have a Nurses'
Registry upon a firmn working basis, which will meet with the
support of both nurses and physicians. The support -of-the
graduate nurses in this city is assured already and this cannot
fail to command the support of the medical profession.

The names and addresses of all members are carefully
entered upon the Register, and any special nurse iay be had
on application if she is disengaged. If engaged,'there is a long
list of nurses, all well trained and competent, from which a good
one may be obtained.

Unanimity on the part of the nurses is now most essential.
If they will but unite with the conmon object of making the
Registry a success, they will benefit very materially by it in
many ways. Recent graduates will secure an introduction to
private nursing, and the older nurses will be able to conduct the
business part of their wvork more systematically. The volume
of work will be nuch increased both in the city and the coun-
try, but more especially in the latter.. Is it too much to hope
that at some time not far distant the several training schools
may have a central examining and licensing body, which will
place them all upon a common level and result in sceuring very
superior work in their profession ?

ALUMNI OF TUE TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL have elected
the followivn officers: Hon. President, Dr. J. T. Fotheringhan;
Hon. Vice-President, Dr. Goldie ; President, Dr. F. A. Cleland;
Vice-President, Dr. A. Chisholm; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J.
H. Brent; Coninittee, Drs. O'Brien and Currie.

TETANUS FOLLOWING VAOCINATION.-The recent fatalities
from tetanus following vaccination at Camden, Atlantic City,
Bristol, Brooklyn, Cleveland and St. John, N.B., lavenaturally
caused a certain amount of alarn. We have been re'inested to
state that in no instance did any such fatality follow the em-
ployment of vaccine virus furnished by Parke, Davis & Co., of
Detroit, and Walkverville, Ontario, or by the Walford Co., of
Philadelphia. We think we are justified in saying editorially
that we thoroughly believe the statenents of the representatives
of the houses named. The subýject is, however, of such vast
importance in the interests of te profession and the. public
that we have asked a competent pathologist and bacteriologist
to investigate the matter and prepare a careful and unbiased
report, which we hope to publish in our next issue.
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W. D. C LAW, M.D.

Dr. Law, for nany years a practitioner in Beeton, Ontario, a
graduate of McGill of 1868, died at the General Hospital,
Winnipeg, November 17th, aged 58 years.

DR. J, M'GUIRE.

Dr. J. McGuire died in Kansas City, November 2nd, aged 40.
He was the son of a well-known resident of Trenton, Ontario.
After graduating in medicine he left his native town and
settled in Detroit. Six months ago he went to Kansas City.
Death resulted from morphine poisoning.

DUNCAN M'LEOD, M.D.

Dr. Duncan McLeod, one of the best known physicians of
Detroit, died December 29th, aged 53. Dr. McLeod vas born
in Cape Breton, but spent most of his boyhood days in Hamil-
ton and neighborhood. He received his medical education in
Trinity College, Toronto, graduating in 1873, and at once
settied in Detroit, where he practiced up to the time of bis last
illness.

SIR WILLIAM M'CORMAC.

It is supposed by his friends that the death of Sir William
MacCormac, December 4th, in his 66th year, was the result of
fatigue and ex:posure in South Africa. After his return to
England :he suffered from dysenterie symptoms, with lumbar
pain, abdominal' pain, and abdominal tenderness. He went
from Lon n to Bath, December 2nd, with the hope that the
more geniL climate and the baths ought to benefit him. He
had a bath and douche on the following day, feeling better for
thein.- fe slept better than usual on the following night, and
awoke at 5.30 o'clock on the morning of December 40h, feeling
comfortab!e and cheerful. At 7.30 a.mii., he was sitting up
taking his coffee, when suddenly, with an expression of pain,
he put his hand tô his heart, fell back on the pillow, and died
almost-iminediately.
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DR. HUGH M. BAIN.

Dr. Hugli M. Bain, of Calgary, N.W.T., at one time a resi-
dent of Prince Albert, died October 2nd, aged 49.

GEORGE T. ORTON, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.

Dr. Orton, of Winnipeg, died at his residence, November
14th, aged 64. He reccived his medical education in Great
Britain, graduating M.D., St. Andrew's University, in 1860, and
becoming a member of the Royal College of England in 1862.
He practised for many years in Fergus, and for many years
was proininent in politics, being well known as an ardent
Conservative. 1-le represented Centre Wellington in the
Dominion Parliament for many years.

MR. WALTER S. LEE.

Through the untimely death of Mr..¡Walter S. Lee, January
4th, the Toronto General has lost its best friend. He became a
trustee in 1877, and succeeded the late Judge Patterson as
Chairman of the Board in 1889. After that date the Hospital
had some dark days, especially during the depression following
the boom. To Mr. Lee, who worked faithfully and persistently,
although in his own quiet and unostentatious way, is due the
chief credit for bringing the institution safely through those
troublous times.
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Dr. A. P. Kelly (Trin. '98) is now practising in Orillia.

Dr. W. Harley Sinith lias been appointed Italian Consul for
Toronto.

Dr. R. B. Nevitt, of Toronto, lias reinoved from Jarvis
Street to Bloor West.

Dr. W. A. Cerswell (Tor. '01) lias gone to London, England,
for post-graduate work.

Dr. A. H. Hougb, of Wiarton, bas been appointed an asso-
ciate coroner for Bruce County.

Dr. Jennie Gray delivered an address at the Working Boys'
Home, December 20th, on " Narcotics."

Dr. J. OrIauuo I· was appuinteu Lecjurer V.n BacUeriology

for the Techni'cal School of Toronto, December 19th.

Dr. E. Herbert Adams delivered an address on New Ontario
before the Ross LiberaI Club, in Toronto, December 19th.

Dr. C. 1). Parfitt (Trin., '94) lias been appointed to a position
on tie staff of the Gravenhurst Sanatorium for consumptives.

Dr. G. E. McCartney (Tor. '01) lias been appointed House
Surgeon to the New York City Hospital for a term of two
years.

Dr. George S. Beck, .of Port Arthur, is taking a well-carned
holiday. He is now spending a portion of bis vacation in
Toronto.

Dr. J. C. Gilchrist, of Dunfries, Scotland, a recent graduate
of Edinburgh University, spent New Year's Day with relatives
in Toronto.

Professor J. G. Adami, of Montreal, read a paper on ' Classi-
fication of Tunors" before the Toronto Pathological Society,
January 4th.

Dr. George A. Sutherland (Tor.'98), of Embro, has recovered
from his serious attack of typhoid fever, with perforation of
the bowel, for which an abdominal section was performed.

Hon. Dr. Montague lias returned to Canada after having
spent-nearlyia year in Australia and New Zeal,.id, where he
was working in the interests of the Independent Order of
Foresters.

Dr. W. H. Groves (Tor. '89) was recently appointed surgeon
to the &ekondi, of the African Steanship Company, plying
between Liverpool and the west coast of Africa. For some
time previous lie lad been engagced at post-graduate work in
Europe.
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POST-GRADUATE WORK IN TORONTO.

To the Editor of the CANADIAN PRAcT1TIONE AN» REVIEW :

Sin,-The importance of my proposition is beyond question
that the requiremnents of the medical profession, of this great
Province in particular, and in a vider sense of the Dominion
west of Montreal, call for an efficient medical polyclinic at
Toronto. The large urban and directly contributory neighbor-
ing population, and the urban hospitals and other public
clarities, afford the necessary clinical material for the purpose.
The post-graduate courses being conducted in summer, after the
close of the undergraduate courses in the medical colleges, there
would be no interference between post-graduate and under-
graduate interests and requirements. The capital city has
other desirable advantagces for a polyclinic centre, which being
obvious, I will not here particularize.

In corroboration of the assertion in my recent correspondence,
that no visible practical attempt lias been made to furnish pro-
vision for polyclinic or post-graduate study in inedicine at
Toronto, I adduce the following evidence:

1. At the close of an article over his own signature in the
July number of your periodical, Dr. Adam H. Wright, a lead-
ing professor in the Toronto Medical College, an unimpeachable
authority, uses the following language: " We have been talking
for some years about post-graduate courses. We have plenty
of teaching ability and a fair amount of clinical mnaterial at our
disposa]. How would it do to stop talking and go to work !"
This renark is capable of but one meaning. Although they
iad for use satisfactory teaching ability and clinical material,
Dr. Wright and his colleagues for years talked about post-
graduate courses of instruction, but had actually done nothing.
Vox et præterec nihit.

2. The entire absence of information in the published annual
announcements of the Toronto Medical Colleges, concerning
post-graduate courses in their curriculum, when and where to
be given, and what features comprising. Such information, in
fact, as would and should be afforded of actual bona ide post-
graduate courses, and which appears in the annual announce-
ments of medical institutions elsewhere, that provide genuine
post-graduate courses of training.

3. Personal interviews with recent Toronto medical graduates,
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wrho all testify their ignorance of any post-graduate medical
courses in Toronto, and if there were any they would know the
fact.

4. Members of the staff of the Toronto and St. Michael's
hospitals have given me similar information.

5. Public notoriety.
My second item of evidence is supplied by the annual

announcements for the last ten years, in my possession, c.' the
Toronto Medical Colleges, and of various separate polyclinie
iedical institutions, and medical colleges, which give post

graduate courses, situated in the United States. The post-
graduate attendance lists contain an immense number of Cana-
dian medical practitioners and graduates, three-fourths of theni
fron Ontario, attending post-graduate courses in those foreign
institutions. The annual announcements of the Toronto Medi-
cal Colleges of course are entirely destitute of such lists. I
have no means of knowing the number of Canadian medical
men visiting Europe for post-graduate culture, but it must be
considerable.

Had Toronto been a polyelinic nedical centre of high repute,
as it ought, far the major portion of this outflow of Canadian
doctors old and young, to foreign post-graduate institutions,
would have been an inflow to Toronto, augmiented by large
numnbers desiring to take post-graduate courses, but unable
to attend far distant foreign polyclinics. All the medical mn ni
I have met strongly endorse ny views about the importance
of making Toronto a leading polyclinic niedical centre with-
out delay. LUcIUs S. OILLE.

St. Catharines, January 6th, 1902.

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY'S VACCINE VIRUS.

Editor Biq&lo edical Journal.

Sin,-We respectfully ask you to apprise your readers on
the faith of our positive assurance, that not one of the recent
tetanus fatalities following vaccination at Camden, Atlantic
City, Bristol, Brooklyn, Cleveland and St. John, N.B., succeeded
the employment of our vaccine virus. In not a single, solitary
one of these cases was our vaccine used. We incriminate no
one's vaccine, lyt we propose to assert the truth about our own.
If we can prevent it, no physician or pharmacist shall labor
under the false impression that a fatality lias ever followed,
either by coincidence or by cause and effect, the application of
vaccine virus or serum bearing onr naine.

PARE, DAvis & Co.
Detroit, December 5t.h, 1901.
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Modern Obstetrics: General and Operative. 13y W. A. NEWM1AN DORLAND,
A. M., M. )D., Assistant Denionstrator of Obstetties, University of Penn.
sylvania; Associate in Gynecology, Philadelphia Polyelinie. Second
edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. Hanfdsone octavo, 797 pages,
with 201 ilhistrations. Philadelphia and London: W. B. -Saunders & Co.,
1901. Cloth, $4.00 net. Canadian agents : J. A. Carveth & Co.,
Toronto. Ont.

The firstedition of this book waswell received,especially in the
United States. In the revised editions it has been very greatly
enlarged, so that it now forms a large and complete text-
book of obstetrics. A number or new sections have been
added, including chapters on the surgical treatment of puer-
peral sepsis, and the role of the liver in the production of
puerperal elampsia. E3special attention is given to the more
recent pathology of obstetrie conditions, as well as to the
physiology and lygiene of pregnancy and labor; a more
acerrate elaboration of the nechanism of labor lias been
adopted. By new illustrations the text bas been elucidated,
and the science of modern obstetrics is presented in an instruc-
tive and eminiently acceptable form. The book is especially
well suited for the needs of students and young practitioners.

A Text-Book of Obstetrics. 13y BAuroN COOKE Hu1msT, .D., Professor of
Obstetrics in the University of Pennsylvania. Third edition, thoroughly
revised and enlarged. Royal octavo, 873 pages, with 704 illustrati.,ns,
niany of them in colors. Phiadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders & co.,
1901. Cloth, $5.09 net. Canadian agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., To-
ronto, Ont.

In this edition the book has been thoroughly revised. New
matter bas been added to almost every chapter, notably those
treating of diagnosis of pregnancy, the pathology of pregnancy,
the pathology of labor, and obstetrie operations. More than
fifty new illustrations, including three colored plates, have
been introduced. The literature of the subject has been care-
fully reviewed, and the most important references since the
last edition are given. In reviewing the former editions, we
have spoken in the highest terms of this valuable work. Its
great popularity, especially in the United States and England,
is, we believe, well deserved. In all respects the book is
admirable, and a credit alike to the author anid the publishers.

Transactions of the American Electro-Therapeutic Association. Ninth and Tenth
Annual Meetings, 1899-1900. Cloth, 82.50. Philadeiphia: F. A. Davis
Company, publishers.

The treatient of disease by electricity in one or other of its
various forms lias been so largely heretofore in the hands of
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charlatans, that the general profession is rather prone to look
askance at any claims made for its use even by physicians.
Possibly this feeling is being, to a certain extent, fostered by
the very enthusiasm of those who have rescued it from the
quacks, and who themselves promise great things fron the use
of an element as yet but little understood. IL is time that great
and useful discoveries as to its applicability have lately been
made, and that it should be given a fair and careful trial in
medicine. A work such as this gives an insight into the work
being donc and the great dificulties which have to be over-
cone. Being a society's transactions, it shows that the mei-
bers have faith in their methods and are willing to subnit thein
to the medical public for criticismn. The book should be looked
into by aill who wish to have a broad knowledge of medical
topics.

A Treatise on the Acuto, Infections Exanthemata.--]ncildinîg variola, rubola,
scarlatina, rubella, varicella and vacciniia, vith especial i fereee to diag-
nosis and treatIent. By W i uAi TuostHAS ContL=, ?M.D., L.R.C.P.
(Lond)., Professor of aermatolugy and Syphilology in Western Reserve
University ; physician for diseases of the skinl to LakesideHospital ; con-
sulting derniatologist to Ciarity Hospital, St. Alexis Hospitil, and the
City Hospital, Cleveland: eimbe of the Anierican Dermnatologie:d Asso-
ciation and the Deriatological Soiet.v of Great Britain and Irelaind.
Illustrated by twelve colored plates, twenty-eigit half.tone plates froni
life, and t.wo engravings. Pages viii392. Size, 61 by 9j luches. Sold
only by subscription. Price, extra cloth, 84.00 net, delivered. Philadel-
phia: F. A. Davis Company, publishers, 1914-16 Cherry Street.

This book, with its mîany fine plates, ought to be a great help
to the student and young practitioner not very faniliar with
the exantheinata. Those familiar with the clinical pictures of
those diseases will not find so much of value except that it is
in handy forn for reference, and treats of these disease fornis
very fully. It ought to be read by those not thoroughly well
acquainted vith its subjects, and kept in mind by those who
know them well, remembering that it is practical, and written
by one who lias hiad a large experience vith the diseases of
which lie writes. Especially is this truc of siallpox, and the
descriptions of the various forms of this prevalent disease are
well worth reading.

Jobnnie Courteau. BV WItuIA HENRY I)'331nDoY». Illustrated bv Frederick
Simnpscn. G. 1%Putnam's Sons: New York nud London.

If Robert Burns is the recognized exponent of the common
people of Scotland, then William Henry Drummond is pre-
eminently the gifted and genial interpreter of our French-
Canadian life. ln " Johnnie Courteau " we have a collection
of ballads of -which any country might feel justly proud. In
every line there glows the truc poetic fire. In this volume we
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have thirty-four geins of the Muse. Every page sparkles with
genius like fire-flies in an Indian grove. The delineation of
"The Country Doctor " is simply superb, and may take rank
witlh that cliarming creation. of Ian Maclaren's " Dr. McClure."
William Henry Drummiiond sings to the heart, and the men and
womien are a great multitude who will be made happier and
better because of the songs he sings.

A Text-Book of Diseases of Wonien. BY CIuARLS B. PENROSE, ... Ph.D.,
formerIly Professor of Gvnecologr in the University of Pennsylvania.
Fourth edition, revised. Octavo volume of 539 pages, handsoily illus-
trated. Philadelphia and London : W. 13. Saunders & Co., 1901. Cloth,
$:3.75 nCt. Canadian Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto, Ont.

Regularly every year a new edition of this excellent text-
book is called for, and although it is distinctly a text-book, it
appears to be in as great favor with physicians as with
students. Indeed this book bas taken its place as the ideal
work for the general practitioner. The author presents the
best teaching of moder gynecology, untrammelled by anti-
quated ideas and methods. 'n most instances only one plan of
treatment is described. This is a great advantage, since it
prevents confusion on t;he part of the reader, and also gives
space for carefullv detailed instruction in the methods recoin-
mended. .In every case the most modern and progressive
technique is adopterd, and the main points are made clear by
excellent illustrations. The new edition lias been carefully
revised, muuch new matter bas been added, and a number of
new original illustrations lave been introduced. In its revised
form this volume continues to be an admirable exposition of
the present status of gynecologic practice in this country. We
can cordially commend this work.

American Edition of Notbnagel's Encyclopedia.-.Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. By
). Il. Cinscuauss, of Leipzig. Edited, with additions, by William
Osler, N.). Professor of the Prineiples and Practice of Medicine, .Johns
Hopkine University. Handscme octavo of 646 pages, illustrated, including
a ner of valuabie temperature charts and two uill-page colorcd plates.
Philadelphia and London: W. B. Sauders & Co., 1901. Cloth, $5.00
net ; sheep or half morocco, :-6.00 net. Canadin Agents : J. A. Carveth
& Co., Parlianient Street, Toronto, Ont.

The original German edition of this volume is universally
recognized as the standard authority on the subjects of which
it treats. The American edition, however, even surpasses the
German, for, besides containing all the material of the original,
extensive additions have been made to alnost every chapter,
thus inicorporating into the work the very latest views on the
subjects under discussion. The chapter on bacteriology lias
been thorougly revised and much new material added, giving
prominent consideration to the distribution of tho typhoid
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bacilli, especially in the urine, the rose-spots, and the blood.
To the chapter on pathology many ninor additions have been
made, incorporating the important work of Mallory. The
literature on the localized lesions due to the bacillus has been
carefully reviewed and made to conform to the most recent
advances in that part of the subject. Thayer's exhaustive
study of the state of the. blood lias been utilized, and the
surgical aspects of typhoid fever have been fully revised with
the aid of Keen's monograpli. Mici valuable material has
been added to the chapter on diagnosis by bacteriologie
nethods, particularly with reference to the recent work in

blood-cultures and on the detection of bacilli in the urine. The
chapter on perforation and peritonitis bas been practically
rewritten, as lias also the section on the hepatie complications
of typhoid. Thus it, will be seen that the American edition of
this valuable work, while still possessing ali the commendable
qualities of the original Germ;in, is greatly e.nhanced in iLs
field of usefulness by being brought strictly abreast of the
latest literature on the subjects, and by representative
specialists.

Clinical Examination of the Urine and lUrinary Diagnosis. A Clinical Guide
for the Use of Practitionlers and Students of Medicine and Surgery.
J. RERGEN ODEN, M.D., Iiistructor in Chemistrv, Harvard University
Medical Sehool, etc. Illustrated. Price, Z3.0 net. Pliladelphia:
W. B. Saunders & Co. Toronto: J. A. Carveth & Co., Canadlian agents.

The author's aim in this work is to present in a concise fori
the chemistry of the urine; the most approved w'orking
iethods, both qualitative and quantitative: and the diagnosis

of diseases and disturbances of the kidneysand urinary pass-
ages. A very important feature of the book is the fact that
Dr. Ogden goes beyond niere urinary chemistry and treats in
detail the important subject of urinary diagnosis, and the
application of information furnished by careful -chemical and
mieroscopical examination. One of our best teachers of
chemistry and clinical nedicine in Toronto bas expressed the
opinion that this is the best work of the kind published fron
the student's standpoint.

A Book of Detachable Diet Lists. For Albumnuria, Anemia, Diarrhea,
)yspepsia, Fevers, Gout, Obesity, Tuberculosis and a Siek-room Dictarv.

Conpilcd byJR:oM B. THO. dR.. B.A., M.D., Instructor in Natdia
Medica, Long Island College Hoýsital, etc. Seond Edition. Reviscd.
Philadelphia: '. B. Saunders. Toronto: J. A. Carvetlh & Co., GInadin
agents.

This is an exceedinîgly useful book for the general practi-
tioner. The various diet lists for the difbrenît diseases
nentioned are made out wvith great care and judgrment, each
list containing a gencrous variety to select from. We have
miîuch pleasure in recomnending this to our readers.
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Excerpts from the Remarks made by Dr. Albert C. Barnes, of
Philadelphia, at the second annual meeting of the American
Therapeutic Society, held at Washington, D.C., May 8th,
1901.

The paper of Dr. Reyburn just read merely reiterates the
well-known fact that petroleuim, when adininistered internally,
is not absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract, but, as is
equally well known, a remedy may have the most pronounced
physiologic effects purely on account of its mechanical pro-
perties. Dr. Robinson, of Philadelphia, states in the Medical
News of July 14th, 1900: " In over fifty selected cases where
nutrition, digestion and body weight were impaired and the
purest oil administered in one or two dram doses, four times a
day for periods of fron three to six mnonths, there was in every
instance inerease in weight and iimprovement in health, strengti
and feeling of well-being. The gain in weight was five and a
quarter to twenty-three and a half pounds. There was no
other change in living conditions or medication which might
have caused these improvements." These clinical effects have
been noted and recorded by a nuinber of other observers. The
manner in which petroleuim accomnplishes these results is shown
by the Laboratory experiments described in detail by the
speaker. It was found that the addition of petroleum to
albumen digested by an artificial gastric juice under exactly
the saine conditions as prevail in the huinan system, very
materially hastened and facilitated the process of digestion; it
was more rapid and complete than in the saine experiment
condicted without petroleum. Furthermore, it was shown
experimentally that the niechanical influence of petroleum
upon the churning, peristaltie moveinents of the upper portions
of the sinall intestines favorably influenced the processes of
absorption. In view of these experiments it can be safely con-
cluded that the inanner in w'hich petroleuni beneficially effects
nutrition is by facilitating, expediting and conpleting the
processes of digestion and assimilation of food. Another
experinent deseibed by the speaker was that conducted upon
a man with nmarked malnutrition, in which the changes in
metabolism were accurately studied for a period of three- weeks
by feeding the patient upon a normal diet, and then determin-
ing th; daily elimination of nitrogen in the urie and feces.
It was found that under the influence of petroleuin the reten-
tion of nitrogenous inatter in the system vas .increased. As
is w'ell known, the only method of determining the influence of
any agent upon nutrition is by determining the daily body
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elimination of nitrogen in the urine. and feces; if a patient's
retention of nitrogen is increased, the most important element
of the tissues is conserved, and nutrition is correspondingly
improved. Futhermore, the facts that petroleuin passes
through the intestines in its original form, and that it is a
solvent of many remedies administered for their antiseptic and
astringent influence upon the intestines, indicate a useful field
for petroleum as a vehicle. Robinson states (ibid.): "I have
extensively given from five to ten grains of salol in two drains
of this oil, four times a day, and reclaimed the oil fron the
feces and found it to contain sonic salol and its components,
phenol and salicylic acid. This proves the carrying of a
clemical antiseptic and antiferinent through the entire canal"
This work has been corroborated by numerous other observers.
The speaker stated in conclusion that the bulk of experinental
and clinical evidence tends to show that petroleuin is entitled
to a vider field of application in medicine.

Hematuria Following the Use of Urotropin.
Goldsnid (Ausralasian Med. Gaz., Sept. 20th, 1901) reports

two cases of heinaturia following the use of urotropin. The
first was a inan 53 years of age, who, after taking viiss grs. t.i.d.
of this drug for four days, noticed a sense of discomfort in the
urinary tract. At the saine time his urine becane bloody.
Urotropin was then withdrawn for a few days until these
symptomns passed away, being resumed in v-gr. doses t.i.d.
without further trouble. Tie second case suffered in the saine
way from ix-gr. doses t.I.d. Ie was a inan 41 years of age
and had been taking snaller doses of the drug for some time.-
Internationatl Medical Magazine.

Blood in Surgical Diagnosis.
After an extended study of conditions of the blood, Cabot,

Blake and Hubbard (Annals of Sitirgery, Septeinber, 1901)
conclude that at the end cf complete anesthesia there is con-
monly a slight leucocytosis; that at the end of an operation
there is much leucocytosis in one-half the cases, and almost
always a distinct increase over the number of leucocytes found
at the end of cinplete anesthesia; that the blood at the end of
operations for malignant growths is not necessarily nuch im-
poverished, in favorable cases usually recuperating rapidly;
that hourly variations in the white-cell count nay happen in
conditions other than in the preperforative stage of typhoid
fever, and may be present in health also; and) that violent
physical exertion produces conditions in the blood that pass the
normal and may be identical with those found in a state of
disease.-Therapeutic Gazette.
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Flateria fedica and Therapeutics.

PHTHISIS AND ITS TREATMENT.

P HTHISIS is pre-eminently a wasting disease, and by exalting failing
nutrition, cod liver oil being little more than a given food, a great
advance was made in therapeutics. It has been found, however, that

the oil does not in many cases meet the indications; for not only is nourish-
ment needed, but the digestive power is so reduced that but little use is made
of the food taken. Hence a demand both for nutritious material and also for
something which will aid food suitable for assimilation. The clinical starting-
point in the history of the greater number of cases of phthisis is malnutrition,
and when that is guarded against much is accomplished.

After a full trial of the different oils and extracts of malt preparations in
both hospital and private practice, I find Maltine most applicable to the largest
number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class. Theoretically we
would expect this preparation, which has become PRACTICALLY OFFICINAL, to
be of great value in chronic conditions of waste and malnutrition, especially
as exemplified in phthisis. Being rich in diastase, albuminoids and phosphates
according to careful analysis, it aids in digesting farinaceous food, while in
itself it is a brain, nerve and muscle producer.

In practice this hypothesis is sustained. A female patient in St. Luke's
Hospital, aged 35, with phthisis, signs of deposit in left upper lobe, losing flesh
for six months, poor appetite and night sweats, was put upon Maltine. Within
a i-w weeks her weight was increased to 121 pounds, she ate well, no night
sweats, and the evidences of local disease were much less marked.

Another case of phthisis: A gentleman from Alabama, with all the physi-
cal signs of phthisis, rapidly losing health and strength. His was the remark-
able gain of io Ibs.from six week? use of.Maltine.

Seven pounds' increase in as many weeks is the record of a third patient,
a lady of 41 years, who had no other medication than the Maltine. In these
and other cases the increase in strength and mental vigor was in proportion to
the gain in weight.

These instances are sufficient for illustration, and are dupicated many
ines in the experience of physicians everywhere. There is a universal reluctance

always to testify to results from medicinal preparations, but when, as in this
case, the composition is fully known, and the profession invited to investigate
the manner of preparing it, there is no reason why the remedy should not
receive general approbation, provided it be worthy.-QuaÈterly> Epitome of
Practical Medidne and Surgery.

ndore by theMaltine with 0ol LI n fll -a--
throughout the WorI.
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Nervous Diarrhea.
Pariser distinguishes five forms of 'nervous diarrhea, due to

(1) central nervous influences; (2) toxie causes, as from tenio,
nicotine, iorphia; (3) reflexes from the pelvie organs, stomach,
nose or skin; (4) neurasthenia; (5) combined catarrh and
neurosis. The differential diagnosis is easy when the symptoms
point to neurasthenia, while one of the most valuable signs is
persistence of the diarrhea after adoption of a simple non-
irritating dietary. The great abdominal nervous plexuses are
often hysperesthetic; mucous is absent from the stools, save
sometimes in the fifth group; other objective signs are lacking.
The treatnent resolves itself into finding first the cause, then
removing.-Edinburgh Medical Journal.

On the Use of Alcohol in Phthisis.
Edward Preble, in the Jourmal of Tuberculosis, writes well

concerning this subject. The use of alcohol in phthisis was at
one tine thought to be a specifie for phthisis. To-day physio-
logical action of alcohol is well known. It checks nitrogenous
waste, promotes appetite, in small doses accelerates digestion,
facilitates the pulling on of fat, and slightly reduces tempera-
ture. It stimulates the heart and nervous systein and favor-
ably influences the night-sweats and insoinia. Alcohol he
says. should therefore be a valuable remledy in phthisis, if all
possibility of abuse is guarded against. All depends upon
quality and dose. Now, as formerly, tolerance is an essential
point, and the use of the drug should be forbidden to all in
whoml its action goes, so to speak, against the grain: and this
prohibition includes all children. Patients may exhibit intoler-
ance to malt liquors and yet derive benefit from spirits; even
the season of the year plays a part in relative tolerance; for
malt liquors seem to be more acceptable to some individuals in
the hot months. It is generally agreed that alcoholics are best
taken while eating, and if spirits are required between meals,
they should be given in the form of egg-nog and milk-punch. As
a general proposition, all spirits and strong wines should be given
diluted. Under certain circunstances alcohol is contra-indicated
even in the absence of intolerance. Its use is generally believed
to be inapprol Wiate after hemoptysis, or perhaps a case in which
repeated hemoptysis is a feature. In the gastritis which not
infrequently accompanies phthisis, alcoholics are necessarily
out of place. In cases of phthisis in which cough is unusually
distressing, the use of alcohol nay or may not be contra-indi-
cated. Williams, the English expert, finds that the various
alcoholies exert a different influence upon cough, and that good
claret -inay be borne in these cases when other forms of
stimulants produce irritation. Upon this point experience
alone must be our guide.-Charlotte Medical Journal.
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Typhoid Fever.
Typhoid fever is said to bu more prevalent in the United

States at present than at any tine since health departments
began to make records. From every section come reports of
an unusual increase in the nuiber of persons suffering from
the dread disease. In Chicago the record shows that the
typhoid mortality for the past three months is four times what
it, was during the corresponding quarter last year. In New
York the hospitals are crowded with typhoid patients, although
the prevalence of the disease there mray be due to the general
tearing up of the streets. In Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati,
Minneapolis, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis
and Washington, more than the usual autumnal increase is
reported.-Ilecl. Stamdard.

Treatment of an Irreducible Dislocation of the Interior Maxilla.
Kramer (Cent ralblatt füir Chir-uirgie), reports the case of a girl

that presented herself for treatment tive weeks after the acci-
dent. The dislocation being irreduicible, operative interference
was decided upon for its relief. The author made a horizontal
incision on the under rin somewhat forward from the middle
of the zygomatie arch, then upward, the last incision being-only
through the skin, partly loosening the masseter muscle froin its
attachment. There was then a thorough separation of the
.much stretched fibres of the outer lateral ligament and tie ex-
ternal pterygoid muscle. On exposing the capsule of the joint,
it was found to be uninjured. The dislocation was reduced,
and the wound vas closed without drainage. The patient made
an uninterrupted recovery and rcgained the fuli use of the
joint.-Therapeutic Gazette.

Case of Tubercular Ulcer of the Stomach.
Edwin Fischer (Phil. Med.. Jour.), in a paper read before the

Pittsburg Academy of Medicine, reports a case of tubercular
ulcer of the stomach. The only other reported cases are those
of Petrouschky, vho diagnosed, treated, and cured his patients
by the new tuberculin. In Fischer's case there were only
slight evidences of tuberculosis in other organs., so that they
may be regardel as secondary and not important in relation to
the ulcer in the stoinach. The patient was thin, both kidncys
were movable, gastroptosis was present, acidity was .2% Hul,
and there was marked pain under the left hypochondrium, both
on pressure and after eating. This case resisted treatient by
the usual means employed in gastric ulcer; but yielded a. clear
diagnosis and made a good recovery under new tuberculin.
The important point is to make an early diagnosis so that anti-
tubercular treatment may be instituted and the patient saved.-
International Medical Magazine.
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